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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to expIore the phenomenon of caring as experienced 

by cross-cultural nurses, using van Manen's ( 1997) approach to phenomenology. The 

goal of this study is not to define cross-cultural caring but rather, to describe the lived 

experience of cross-cultural nurses while simuItaneously considering the question, "How 

might this be caring?" 

Data was primarily collected via in-depth interviews with six cross-cultural 

nurses, and also included: participant observation for 2 weeks in Guyana; a review of 

over 50 published first-person narratives; and non-linguistic data in the form of photos 

and artwork. Data was analyzed according to van Manen's interpretive approach. 

Three forms of caring emerged from the study: Caring as Connection ("touching 

of souis", confronting barriers such as racism), Caring as Competence ([nonlrisk taking, 

finding a way despite being unprepared and ungided), and Caring as Fostering a 

Relationship with God (promoting Shalom). 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

BEGINNINGS 

If a man will begin with certainties, he shall end in doubts; 
but if he is content to begin with doubts, he shall end with certainties. 

Francis Bacon, (1561 - 1626) W o r d  Dictionary of Ouotations 



NANCY - (in Guatemala) 

From our bus window we see 
the six year old and her parents 
walking home on this desened dirt road. 

And I remember this morning 
when she arrived at our c h i c  
screaming From the pain of her bums 
after a 2 day journey From their viIlage 
carried in her father's arms. 

. h d  it dawns on me: 
We advised them 
to return daily for her dressing change. 

PURPOSE OF STUDY 

What is it like to nurse in a cross-cdtural setting where one does not intuitively 

understand local social norms or nursing practice norms' What is ~t like to step out of 

one's cultural comfort zone to attend to the perceived suffering of others" That is. Mihat 

The purpose of this thesis is to expiore the phenomenon of cariny as experienced 

by cross-cultural nurses. using Van Manen's ( 1997) approach to phenomenological 

inquiy. My preliminary understanding of "caring" is related to the zothic root "Kara" 

meaning to lament with or feel another's pain (Blockley. 1997) This initial understanding 

of "caring'' is based on the premise that nursing as a profession exists with and for 

suffering (to prevent, alleviate or help find meaning in human suffering). Thus. to "care" 

may be to connect with pafients in a deeply meaningful way (Chinn, 1994). It is expected 

that new understandings of the phenomenon of caring as it relates to cross-cultural nursing 

practice will emerge during the study. 
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Other terms used in this study included "culture" and "cross-cultural nursins" 

"Culture" refers to the values, beliefs and customs shared by a group and passed From one 

generation to the next (Spector, 1996). "Cross-cultural nursing" occurs when a nurse " 

identiQng with one culture enters into a nursing relationship with a member of a foreign 

culture. most obviously by leaving hislher community of origin to practice nursing in an 

unfamiliar geographic setting. 

The _goal of this study has been neither to theorize about (van Manen. 1997) nor to 

consider causal accounts of the phenomenon (Munhall & Oiler Boyd. 1993) Rather. it is 

hoped that the revealed insights will extend current understanding of caring and cross- 

culturai nursing, and be usefil for developing nursing theory and education. 

AUTHOR'S CALL 

My own experiences as a Caucasian outpost nurse on a remote First Nations 

reservation and as a short-term project nurse on two occasions in Uganda animate my own 

desire to better understand caring in cross-cultural nursing. .As a nurse without 

undergraduate transcultural education working in cross-cultural settings. I feared I would 

unwittingly harm clients. This concern motivated me to seek knowled_re regarding various 

cultural vdues and beliefs. My knowledge base was expanded in part by carefully listening 

to and obsewing the culturally diverse individuals around me. The community members 

responded to my genuine interest in them, and I experienced meanin-&I nursing 

interactions, ones that involved authentic interpersonal connection. I reflected on the 

inter-relatedness of caring and spirituality, where being in meaningfbi relation is 

understood both as a spiritual necessity and as the essence of nursing caring (Chinn, 1994; 
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Roach, 1997; Tournier, 1986). I wondered how important meaningful relationship is to 

the development of effective and satisfjmg cross-cultural nurse-client encounters. 

Drawing near to culturally different others has inspired and deeply satisfied me. I wonder 

whether "caring" as I have understood it is a sigdlcant aspect of other's practice. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 

We live in an unprecedented period of human history where global interaction is 

more accessible than ever before because of advances in communication and 

transportation technology. Canadian nurses have opportunity to instantaneously 

correspond with nurses fiom practically anyplace in the world via the Internet. We are 

exposed to media images of life in other cultures. We have opportunities to fly to 

previously inaccessible regions of our own country and of the worId. Canadians continue 

to welcome new immigrants into our own country In short. nurses have increasing 

opportunity to interface with members of other cultures both at home and abroad. -4s a 

result, nurses and nurse educators are expected to be culturaIly competent in their 

prospective roles (Andrews. 1993. Canadian Nurses Association. 1997. Canadian Public 

Health Association 1990. Princeton, 1993). .Although there is a current thrust to 

internationalize higher education in Canada, very little is happening in nursing programs 

with regard to curriculum in international health (Ogilvie & Paul. 1999). By illuminatiny 

the practice wisdom of cross-cultural nurses, I hope to generate new and current 

knowledge appropriate for use in developing nursing curriculum and. ultimately, for 

preparing Canadian nurses for work among the culturally diverse. 



SENSITIZING FRAMEWORK: Caring in Cross-Cultural Nursing 

You may gain the fines1 eflects in language by the shllfil setting 
which makes a well-known word new. 

Horace, 65 - 8 BC Oxford Dictionary of Ouotations 

-4t times I have regretted my choice of the word "caring" as a phenomenon to 

study. Some participants associate "caring" with "compassion" but seemed impatient with 

the term. as if to say, "yes - but that is not ail!" I too have gown weary of the seemins 

ambiguity of the term "caring". 1 identify with Carla, a participant, who said: 

". . . I'm incredibly tired of peopIe who throw the word [caring] around and you 
know, our eIectricians are caring, our piumbers are caring, doctors are caring and. you 
know, nurses are caring and we are a little bit more arrogant. We believe we've invented 
the word and that causes lots of problems. So, having said that, what really is caring7" 

Indeed, whar reallv IS carirrg" Nurses are providers of nurang care. health care 

and physical care. We use the slogin "Nurses care" on buttons. Caring may be something 

we are (a quality), something we feel (an experience) and/or something we do (an action) 

While we may have difficulty explaining what caring 13, we recognize it's presence 

and it's absence. To ,tor caw. or to care less somehow means to be a less competent 

practitioner of nursing. More care susgests more competence. Quality-nursing practice is 

in part evaluated by the sheer existence of care and in part by the intensity of care But 

this still does not define what caring is as a phenomenon of cross-cultural nursing practice 

My assumption is that carins not only exists in cross-cultural nursing practice but 

that it is somehow rssenrial to it. 1 do not propose to deliver a definitive answer to the 

question "What is caring?" Rather, I aim to describe the lived experience of cross-cultural 

nurses while simultaneously asking the question "How might thls be caring?" The purpose 
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of this study is to describe rather than to define the phenomenon of caring in cross- 

cultural nursing. By teasing out "caring" from the lived experience of cross-cultural 

nursing, I hope to open up new possibilities for understanding this "worn-out" concept. 

I began this study with a number of assumptions. First I assumed that "to care'' 

involves compassion and meaningfid connection, and that effective cross-cultural nursing 

is born of a desire to connect meaningblly with others, regardless of differences of 

ethnicity. values. or social status. Second, I assumed that, along with preventing and 

alleviating suffering, nursing is concerned with parient's meaning-tinding in suffering.. 

Thirdly, I assumed that nurses in cross-cultural settings are vulnerable in their exposure to 

environmental dangers and that this ~Inerability increases their ability to care by 

diminishing baniers between themselves and patients. 

Finally, and perhaps most significantIy, I recognize that my Christian values, beliefs 

and assumptions influence my attraction to particular themes. my interpretation of the 

participant's experiences. and my decisions about what will be included in the final text. 1 

struggle with whether it is necessary or appropriate to identifj my allegiance to a 

particular religious worldview here. My hesitation stems Crom my fear that. by 

categorizing myself as "Christian". it may be presumed by the reader that I am 

involuntarily - or perhaps deliberately - choosins a predictable or even narrowly defined 

interpretation of human iived experience. There is a tension involved with desiring to 

reveal enough about myseif to be helpful to the reader (to not leave lingering questions 

unresolved), yet not wishing to dose down possibilities for conversations and new 

understandings of the phenomenon. Thus, as I attempt to overcome subjective feelings. 
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preferences, inclinations, or expectations that would prevent me from more h l ly  

understanding the phenomenon as experienced by others (van Manen, 1997), 1 trust the 

reader to do the same. 

EPILOGUE 

The opportunity for nurses to interact with members of diverse cultures around the 

globe is growing with advances in communication and travel. Nurses are increasingly 

expected to be culturally competent in their practice. [Ilurninating nursing wisdom 

imbedded in cross-cultural practice may bring us closer to a critical understandins of the 

place of caring in effective practice, and give a phenomenolo_eical baseline upon which to 

base hnher cross-cultural research and nursing education. 



CHAPTER TWO: 

EXISTING NURSING KNOWLEDGE 

When we think we lead, 
We are most led. 

Lord Byron (1788 - I824), M o r d  Dictionary of Ouotations 
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THEORETICAL CONTEXT FOR STUDY: Cultural Competence and Caring 

.An increase in the population of non-dominant cultural groups in Nonh .America 

over the past two decades has catalyzed unprecedented attention to transcultural issues in 

nursing (Andrews, 1992; Grossman, 1994; Outlaw, 1994; Rodriquez-Wargo, 1993; 

Talabere, 1996) Nurses are expected to be culturally competent in their practice and 

nurse educators are expected to provide cuIturally competent education (,American 

Academy of Nurses [.&i] 1992; hdrews, 1992: Canadian Nurses .L\ssociation [CN.A]. 

1997; Canadian Public Health .Association [CPKA], 1990: Princeton. 1993) k'et. currenr 

nursing education is considered by both practicing nurses and policymakers to be 

inadequate for transcultural preparation (Murphy & Clark, 1993. Princeton. 1993. 

Re~mer-Kirkham. 1998). The .%IN Expen Panel on Culturally Competent Care tdentlties 

"[[]he development of knowled_pe and policies related to culturally sensitive and 

competent care [as] one of the vitally important areas. if not the most significant in the 

1990's.. ."( 1992. p. 178) There IS a similar caIl to Canadian nurse academics to be 

culturally relevant in the new milIenniurn (Ogilvie & Paul. 1999). 

Ogilvie and Paul ( 1999) from the University of Alberta conducted a survey of 

university nursing programs to discern the degree of' internationalization apparent in hisher 

education in Canada. They discovered that. during the year of the survev ( 1996 - 1997). 

many faculties were engaged in international activities but that these were fragmented with 

little systematic planning or framing. They identified an "enormous potential for 

meaningful engagement of Canadian schools of nursing in internationalization initiatives'* 

(p. 59). They hi-$light some key points about academic nursing in the United States as 
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noted by Keteflan and Redman (1997), urging Canadian academics to "take note" that. 

despite increasing cultural diversity and global awareness in the U S.. and despite the 

increase of internationalization in nursing activities (consultation, collaboration and 

exchanges), "nursing theory, research, education and practice has not chansed appreciably 

to be - globally relevant" (p. 60). Ogilvie and Paul conclude that Canadian nurse academics 

are obligated to make nursing programs relevant to the global community 

It is clear that nurses in the new millennium need to be culturally competent. 

However, present usage of the term '-cultural competence" seems inconsistent (with 

difering emphases) and incomplete (i.e.. '-caring" is not identified as a relevant construct) 

Leininger originated the term cultural competence as part of her theory of Culture Care 

Diversity and Universality (Leininger, 1994). Nurse authors have since descnbed cultural 

competence as an ideal characteristic of nurses. nursing agencies and nursing practice. 

Culturally competent nl1rsr.s attain qualities such as a sensitive attitude. self-awareness. 

knowledge base of particular cuIturaI groups. and an ability to complete a cultural 

assessment (.W. 1992; Campinha-Bacote, 1998; DeSantis. 1994. Grossman, 1994) 

Culturally competent rr~rrsrng nprrzcles endorse policies that are sensitive to diverse 

cultural practices (Cross. Bazron. Dennis & Isaacs. I989 in Campinha-Bacote. 1995) 

Culturally competent t~!rrsrt~ypracrice is congruent with the clients's perceptions of the~r 

own needs (.iLW. 1992; Cross. et al. 1989; Leininger, 1994; Talabere. 1996). But, do 

nurses with culturally competent quaiities, who are working in culturally competent 

agencies that are providing culturaIly competent care. necessarily connect meanin-~lly 

with their patients? Where is curing in discussions of cultural competence? 
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There is little doubt that cultural competence as a concept lends direction to 

policymaking and curriculum development. In fact, nurse educators have used Campinha- 

Bacote's Culturally Competency Model of Care (1998) in planning and implementing 

transcultural courses (Grypma, 1999; Hadwiger & Hadwiger, 1998). in her model. 

Campinha-Bacote conceptualizes cultural competence as aproces-s that involves the 

ongoing development of cultural knowledge (education foundation regarding various 

worldviews); cultural skill (ability to conduct a cultural assessment); cultural awareness 

(cultural sensitivity and self-awareness); and cultural encounters (direct cross-cultural 

interactions) As a framework for education strategies. Campinha-Bacoce's model is 

attractive Four questions arise in its implementation. however, 

( I ) Can cultural competence be reduced to distinct and consistent categories'? 

(2) Since it is possible for nurses to have developed cultural skills and cultural 

knowledge without having cultural awareness (as reported by Pope-Davis et a1 in their 

1994 study of 120 undergraduate nursing students' self-reported cultural competency). rs 

Camphina-Bacote's model "enou_gh for effective, hlly engaged nursing practice9 

( 3 )  .Are discussions of cultural competence in Nonh .American settings. where 

nurses tend to be From the dominant culture. transferable or even relevant to zeographic 

and cultural settings where the nurse herself is the cultural outsider'? 

(4) Finally. and most significantly for this study, How does [he conceppl of cultrrral 

~.omperencyfir wr[h atz iinderstanciing of mrrsing as involving the preventrorz. allevta~~on. 

or memrngfinding 111 ~7rjfermng:) I believe that caring exists in cross-cultural practice and 

that studying practice as a lived experience can elucidate t h~s  elusive phenomenon. 
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While nursing researchers have tried to measure cultural competence and 

efficacy (1Upers & Zoucha, 1996, Bernal & Froman, 1987; Bernal & Froman. 1993. 

Hayes, Quine & Bush, 1994; Kulwicki & Bob& 1996; Pope-Davis, Eliason & Ottavi. 

1994; Rooda, 1993), few have explored the lived experiences of nurses workins with 

culturally different clients (Butrin. 1992; Murphy & Clark 1993. Reimer-Kirkham. 1998. 

Smith, 1994). In Smith's (1991) phenomenolo_eical study of 10 white nurse practitioners 

caring for predominantly .%can American families in a rural setting, the nurses, rather 

than focusing on the client's characteristics, emphasized being with the client in a genuine 

way - in a way that trarlsce~~ded culture. 

Similarly, Butrin's ( 1997) phenomenological study of 15 .American nurse 

practitioner students and public health nurses found that the care in nurse-client dyads 

rra~~scerrded culture. In both studies. nurses valued rneaningfbl connection between 

themselves and culturally dissimilar clients 

.All four studies of nurses' lived experience (Butrin, 1993. Murphy gi Clark. 1993. 

Reimer-Kirkham, 1998: Smith. 1994) centered on nurses working in their home countp 

This indicates a need for research about the lived experience of carins in the practice of 

cross-cultural nurses. .As nursing curriculum is being reviewed and revised to integrate 

transcultural nursing concepts. the need to study actual nursing practice to uncover the 

knowledge imbedded there seems critical. 



CHAPTER THREE: 

DESIGN AND METHODS 

We shall not cease fiom exploration 
And the end of a l l  our exploring 
Wd be to arrive where we started 
.4nd to h o w  the place for the first time 

T.S. Etiot, The Four Ouartets 



PElLOSOPEICAL AND THEORETICAL, PREMISES 

Phenomenological research is the study of lived experience of the world as we 

immediately experience it rather than as we conceptualize, categorize or theorize about it 

(van Manen, 1984). Much research has been done in nursing over the past 25 years that 

did not orisinate within a nursing or patient context ((hunhall& Oiler Boyd. 1993). 

Rather, research and subsequent theory development was largely influenced by non- 

nursins disciplines. and the positivistic philosophy and language congruent with these 

other disciplines were adopted into nursing (Munhall & Oiler Boyd. 1993). Presently. 

nursing researchers are valuing and incorporating qualitative methods of discovery 

through description and analysis of nursing phenomenon derived tiom nurses' and clients' 

lived experiences in client situations (Munhall & Oiler Boyd, 1993). 

Phenomenology is a usehl research methodology to study the meaning of elusive 

phenomena within the lived experience of cross-cultural nurses because phenomenolog 

aims to come to a deeper understanding of our everyday experiences - to establish a 

renewed contact with original (pre-reflective) experience in order to illuminate and 

understand that which is normally hidden and intangible (van Illanen, 1984) 

&iETBODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES for data collection & analysis 

The seal of phenomenolog-as-method described by van Manen ( 1997) is to evoke 

understandings of phenomenon (lived experiences) through Ianguaze. In keeping with the 

discovery orientation of phenomenology, I did not commence data collection with a precise 

and fixed methodology. Rather, I attempted to don a "phenomenological attitude" and attend 

to five methodological "themes" described by van Manen (1997). 
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Phenomenological Attitude 

Human science research is the activity of explicating meaning. The human science 

researcher is -'a sensitive observer of everyday life, and an avid reader of relevant texts in 

the human science tradition of the humanities, history, philosophy, anthropolosy and the 

social sciences as they pertain to his or her domain of interest" (van Manen. 1997, p. 29) 

Thus, I attempt to be a self-directed learner who lives phenomenologically - divays open 

to learning, a keen reader and a curious observer. 

Theme one: Turning to the nature of lived experience 

-4s the researcher, it is appropriate that I am animated by a deep and personal 

desire to know or better understand the experience of cross-cultural nursinz - as related to 

my first-hand experience with the phenomenon (van Manen. 1999) For this study. but 

aIso for myself, I ask. "What is cross-cultural nursing"" "What is it like to nurse cross- 

culturally?" "How is thrs caring in cross-cultural nursing?" While understanding caring in 

cross-cultural nursing has important implications for nursing praxis. a personal desire to 

understand draws me to this phenomenon. 

Theme two: Investigating experience as we live it 

During the data collection phase I traveled for two weeks to Guyana. South 

America, with one of my participants (Vicki) to act as a participant observer of her 

international nurse consulting practice. While my purpose was not specifically to collect 

data for this study, it was an opportunity to experience again what it is like to be a cross- 

cultural nurse. This experience gives me a si@cant contextual understanding of the 

lived experiences described by the participants. 
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My main strategy for data gathering was through open-ended interview of rhe 

participants, starting with the orienting request to "Tell me about an experience of nursins 

cross-culturally that stands out for you". Succeeding questions were developed based on 

the participant's answers, but always within the contea of the question of what is the 

nature of the lived experience of cross-cuitural nursing, and with an orientation to the 

question "What in this experience tltuminates cross-cultural caring?" Second interviews 

re-visited themes emergng from the first interviews and were used to explore particular 

findings in more depth. 

I paid close attention to the language used by the participants in the study Terms 

and idiomatic phrases such as "calling" and "prompted by the Holy Spirit". "connection 

with a patienr"; "risk-taker"; "heart-wrenching"; and "spiritual health" emerged from the 

data I believe these have interpretive significance and so I reflected on them by myself. as 

well as with some of the participants. 

I continue to encounter cross-cultural nursins phenomena - as I listen to a 

journalist describing his experience rvith relief workers In Bosnia. as I browse through 

bookstore paperback novels. and as [ read letters from friends working overseas I invite 

international students over for dinner and try to imagine what it is for them to be livmg 

cross-culturally. At one point during the study, I received a package from a participant 

working in .cUiica. She had trouble thinking of stories to share with me. so graciously sent 

a pile of first-person narratives tiom other nurses. I began to read. then saw a note 

written across the top of the pages saying: "human interest stories". I wondered if these 

anecdotes were written by the nurses to share with congregations and sponsoring 
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agencies. The stories are intriguing tales of extraordinary events. They are helphl 

"sound bytes" for an audience wishing to hear that their sponsorship is making a dramatic 

difference in the lives of the poor and oppressed. While that which is extraordinary is, 

well, interesting, I found that what attracts me more is that which is benveen the Iines of 

nursing stories. 'Not just that the nurse brought a child to a hospital for successhl . 

treatment of a severe burns, but that she had to sit backwards on her knees during the 1 

hour trip over din roads because the incessant bumping hun her tailbone; that she had 

nothing to eat; that she found the child's persistent crying aggravating. That is. I am 

especially interested in the ordinary lived experience of cross-cultural nursing. 

In pursuing a deeper understanding of cross-cultural work, I found myself struck 

at tnconvenient times with nagsing ideas: I wrote notes on Mastercard receipts. on my 

plane ticket. on my hand. I considered the effect of the Internet on cross-cultural work as 

I emailed participants in .2frica. Guyana and the UK. I jotted down ideas as 1 fell asleep I 

knew that I would not capture it all, but cast my net as wide and deep as I could 

Theme three: Reflecting on essential themes 

The purpose of phenomenologicai reflection is to "try co grasp the essential 

meaning - of sometlung" (van Euianeq 1997, p. 77). Because the meaning of a phenomenon 

is expected to be multidimensional (and difficult to explicate in a single definition), 

attempts to convey meaning are done textually - via organized narrative or prose. I 

reflectively analyzed the thematic aspects of the participant's (and my own) experiences I 

read and re-read the interview transcripts and attempted to analyze them according to van 

Manen's "hermeneutic phenomenological reflection" Various themes were garnered From 
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the transcripts in an attempt to seek meaning, uncover thematic aspects, and isolate 

thematic statements. Narratives of some experiences were "hguistically transformed" into 

prose in an attempt to recover the evocative nature apparent in the "live" telling. 

Artistic sources of data were also sought with the hope of gleaning thematic 

descriptions and to interpret meanings of these. I found six pieces of art where the artist 

was of another culture than the human subject(s). Photographs were also collected. and 

have been included with the epigraphs preceding each chapter. 

First-person narratives of cross-cultural experiences by health care professionals 

(mostly nurses, some physicians) were collected and reviewed. Over fifty published 

narratives were accumulated and. while not as intensively analyzed as the inteniew data. 

were useful for comparative and illustrative purposes. 

Once the themes were articulated. I determined the "essential themes" or meanlngs 

that are unique to cross-cultural nursing (without which the phenomenon could not be 

what it is). [dentifiring the essential themes lent direction to the creation of the final 

phenomenological text (research repon) by providing a tiarnework within which to discuss 

the most substantial findings (i.e. "Borders"). 

Theme four: Describing the phenomenon through the art of writing and rewriting 

Phenomenological research is a form of writing. Creating a phenomenological text 

is the goal. Sensitivity to the undenone of language is important. The creativity of such 

writing may involve leaving some things unsaid to allow for a more reflective response. 

.Anecdotes or stories are presented in the form of Iinguistic transformations (prose) in 

order to "compel; to lead us to reflect; ro involve us personally; . . .to transform.. . and to 
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measure one's interpretive sense [ability to make sense of meaning]. . .(van Manen, 

1997, p 12 1). Epigraphs preceding the chapters were chosen for their aptness in 

orientating the reader to the theme about to be explored. 

Theme five: LMaintaining a strong and oriented relation to the phenomenon 

Maintaining a commitment to the study of the phenomenon is essential to 

phenomenology. van Manen warns that theoretical scholarship in [nursing] does not vouch 

for [transcultural] competence ( 1997). Abstracting and being removed from the "real 

world of the lived experience of transcultural nursing risks losing the pre-reflective 

understanding of the phenomenon - the perceived value of which is the thrust of 

phenomenological inquiry Thus. scholarliness is more likely ensured by ongoin= concrete 

experiences with the phenomenon rather than theorizing about i t  The opportunity to 

accompany Vicki to South America during the data collection phase was serendipitous in 

helping to maintain my commitment and orientation to cross-cultural nursing 

RESEARCH METHOD 

Sample, setting and sources of data 

Phenomenology-as-method must be considered to be tentative and flexible to allow 

for ongoing decision-malung throughout interactions with research participants and 

through the discovery of the untbreseen (Munhall and Oiler Boyd, 1993) The aim of this 

study has been to explicate the pre-retlective experience of the phenomenon of caring in 

cross-cultural nursing practice. The goal has been to describe the lived experience of 

cross-cultural nurses with the hope that a clearer understanding of cross-cultural caring 

would emerge and add to the current understanding of these phenomena in nursing. 
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The primary source af data for this study was the transcripts of 10 interviews 

with 6 research participants. Participants were sought through a snowball strategy - by 

asking participants and nurse colleagues to idenufjr other possible participants. [ knew 

three of the participants prior to this study, colleagues identified two others, and I met the 

final participant at a conference where she introduced herself as a cross-cultural nurse 

Of the six cross-culturd nurses who participated in ttus study, one was a citizen ot' 

Japan, one of the United States, and four of Canada. The participants were not stationarl; 

and during the eight-month data collection phase many of them traveled, including to 

..rfiica (3  participants in 3 different countries), Guyana, Scotland and England. My 

priority was to conduct the interviews in person. so I traveled too The 10 interviews 

took place in participants' (or their family member's) homes in two Albertan cities; In a 

hotel in B d .  in a university in Scotland: and on a garden terrace in Guyana. Field notes 

were written shortly after each interview 

The participants were choser. on the basis of inclusion criteria. 1)  Participants 

must be nurses who have worked in communities ethnoculturally distinct from their own 

cultural heritase (i-e.: as "cultural outsiders"). 2) Participants must volunteer tbr the 

studv 3 )  Participants must be w-illing and able to articulate nursing expeiences in these 

settings. 4) Participant's practice must be strongly oriented to cross-cultural nursinz - 

they have recurring and ongoing cross-cultural experience. Efforts were made to recruit 

participant from more than one reli~ous/philosophical perspective, and from more than 

one nationai perspective (i-e.. not just Western nurses). I found a number of potential 

participants in Guyana and Scotland, but only one met dl of the criteria. 
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Four of the participants were interviewed twice. The h e r i c a n  and Japanese 

participants were interviewed once because of logistical considerations (seographic 

distance). Follow-up for clarification was conducted mainly by email. 

Complete demographic data was not collected on some of the participants, as not 

everyone was available for follow-up to clarifjr age and specific nursing experience. The 

ages were thus estimated or confirmed as: 20 - 29 (one); 40 - 49 (one); 50 - 59 (three), 

over 60 (one). The estimated or contimed numbers of years in cross-cultural practice 

were: 3 years (one); I0 - 15 years (two); IS - 30 years (three). The participants nursins 

roles in cross-cultural communities have included direct nursing care (five); teaching 

nursing or allied health students (three); administration (three) and consultation or 

collaboration (three): Some partic~pants have experienced more than one role during their 

cross-cultural careers. Presently, the panicipants are: students (two one post RN and one 

graduate student in public health), administrator (one); international nurse consultant - 
(two); short-term project nurse (one) 

Other data included over 50 pubIished first-person narratives of nurses and 

physicians who have worked cross-culturally. These were obtained via ClN.JLHL 

literature search (subject. transcultural nursins): via looking through archived copies of 

the Canadian Nurse journal. and by senerally perusing newsletters I encountered in my 

personal mail and at nursing conferences. 

Finally, I incorporated my own experiences as a participant observer in Guyana 

with Vicki. Data sources included my own daily journal and transcripts of one interview 

with Vicki. 
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Data Collection Procedures 

Potential participants were contacted by email. telephone. or in person. The aim 

and methodology was explained verbaIly as we11 as on a written consent (see Appendix 

A). In general the first interview was arranged before the consent was sisned, and the 

consent was explained in person immediately prior to the interview In one case a consent 

form was not available at the interview, so verbal consent was obtatned and tape- 

recorded. A consent form was subsequently mailed with the understanding that the tirst 

interview wouId be disregarded if items in the written consent were not congruent with the 

verbal consent requested. The signed consent was returned 

The purpose of the initial interview was to gather descriptive data around the 

phenomenon of cross-cultural nursing. The interviews were semi-structured and open- 

ended. with questions rnovins from the general to the particular (blunhalI& Oiler Boyd. 

1993) They were tape recorded and later transcribed by a professional transcriber The 

researcher reviewed the transcripts for accuracy by reading them while listenins to the 

tapes. Once corrections were made. the transcripts were deemed readv for analysis. .-\ 

copy of the tirst interview transcripts was mailed or given directly to the participants in 

advance of the second interview in order to dlow them to make corrections or clarifii 

points. and to stirnulace ideas for further discussion in the second interview The 

researcher made eve? effort to review the first transcripts with the tapes prior to the 

second interview (i.e.: sive the participants a corrected copy), but this was not always 

possible, in which case the participants reviewed an unedited draft of the transcripts. 



Ethical Considerations 

Ethical considerations were addressed based on the researcher's profound 

reverence for human beings and their experiences (Muhall & Oiler Boyd, 1993). 

Permission fbr the study was received fiom the participants, and ethical clearance was 

obtained fiom the University of Calgary Medicd Bioethics Committee (Appendix B). 

Freedom from harm was ensured by: 1) verbally explainins the study before 

obtaining signed consent; 2) seeking ongoing verbal consent for the study and continually 

reorienting the participant to the purposes of the interview and study process; 3 )  

permitting withdrawal from the study at any point without repercussions; 4) ensurinz 

confidentiality by using a code names on the transcripts and written data: 5 )  ensuring 

confidentiality by not naming specific communities when the participant preferred this. 6) 

not sharing the list of participants with others: 7) keeping the list of panicipants separate 

from the data senerated in the study; 8) keeping all of the data in a locked cabinet 

accessible only to the researcher; 9) not using identifying factors in studv reports or 

presentations: and 10) piannin to destroy the data seven years after the study is 

completed. The second interviews protided a debriefing opponunity for the participants. 

and the researcher was accessible to the participants via email or phone for clarification 

throughout the study. Participants wishing to be more visible in the research process m e  

take on a collaborative role in the study, possibiy as co-presenters of the final research 

repon at professional conferences. 

It was recognized that in-depth expioration of highly personal areas might expose 

previously repressed fears and anxieties of the participants. f i s  possibility hei&tened the 
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need for sensitivity on the part of the researcher. While a therapeutic relationship with 

the participants was not sought, the researcher recognized that the interpersonal nature of 

qualitative research may be perceived by the participants as beneficial - giving nurses an 

opportunity to share and reflect on their own stories, and to have their practice wisdom 

used in the development of cross-cultural nursing knowledge. Indeed, all six participants 

perceived a personal benefit from participating in the study because it gave them a rare 

opportunity to share their experiences in depth with someone genuinely interested and to 

reflect on their own practices and gain additional insight/ consider new ways to articulate 

their own work. The researcher offered to provide each participant with a copy of the 

tinal research report. 

Data analysis 

The goal of the analysis is to impose order on the raw data (btunhall & Oiler 

Boyd, 1993). The data generated was analyzed according to the five themes listed under 

Research Design above (van blanen, 1997). The textud data (transcripts, field notes) were 

subjected to a variety of strategies recommended by Munhall & Oiler Boyd to assist the 

researcher-as-instrument in sense-making of the data: The researcher 1 ) pondered the 

meaning of the data in parts and as a whole and on repeated occasions. 2) searched tbr 

repeated instances supponin_e interpretations; 3) reached for complex interpretations to 

account for variations; 4) related the findings to pre-existins knowledge. Non-textual data 

includes artwork created by artists from one culture depicting an aspect of life of a 

different culture. These were analyzed separately with the researcher interpreting and 

articulating themes represented there. Other non-textual data included photo_graphs that 
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were deemed to be illustrative of the visual context rather than depicting particular 

themes that could be convened into the body of the research report. They are considered 

inspirational and are thus included in the final report without textual interpretation. 

Provisions for Trustworthiness 

Credibility (confidence in the truth of the data - Polit & Hungler, 1995) was 

addressed by viewing the participants as collaborators in the study. The participants were 

invited to review the transcripts of the tirst interview for accuracy and comment on 

developing themes for perceived approximation with their lived experiences. .-Use. some 

descriptions or preliminary data obtained from the participants was shared with other 

participants for them to reflect and comment on whether the descriptions resonated with 

their own expenence (van Manen, 1997). In addition, themes encountered in the 

interview transcripts were compared with those found in participant observation, first- 

person narratives, and other textual data. Consistency of themes across vanous sources 

was considered as lending strength to the understanding of the phenomenon as a possible 

shared human experience (experienced by others as a recognizable phenomenon). 

The "art of testing"(van ivianen. 1997, p. 100) was utilized by sharinz the first set 

of transcripts with a graduate hermeneutic phenomenology class at the University of 

Calgary Faculty of Nursing. Here the researcher discussed the preliminary data analysis 

and theme identification with other graduate nursing students and their professor to yet a 

sense of whether the andysis was congruent with the trmscripts. Serendipitously, new 

ideas were senerated and new possibilities for understanding were stimulated through the 

discussion. In addition, the text was shared with the researcher's faculty advisor. 
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Transferability (the extent to which the findings can be transferred to other 

settings or groups - Polit & Hungler, 1995) is limited in a phenomenological study since 

the purpose is to explicate individual's lived experience at a particular point in time as 

remembered at a different particular point in time, and as interpreted by the researcher-as- 

instrument (van Manen, 1997). Phenomenological research IS considered successful if the 

reader is evoked to a deeper understanding of the phenomenon by first of all identifirins 

with it, that is, finding it to be recognizable (van Manen, 1997). 

EPUOGUE 

The field of transcultural nursing is gaining a lot of attention in recent nursing 

literature. The opportunity for nurses to interact with members of diverse cultures around 

the globe IS ~ncreasing with advances in communications and travel. Caring in cross- 

cultural nursing is a poorly understood phenomenon. Illuminating nursing wisdom 

embedded in cross-cultural practice may brin_e us closer to a critical understanding of the 

place of caring in effective (culturally competent) practice, and _rive us new insights into 

the phenomenon of caring itself 



CHAPTER FOUR: 

DISCOVERING BORDERS 

Genius develops in quiet places, 
Character in the hll current of human life 

Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe (1749 - 1832) The Oxford Dictiona~ of 
Quotations 



SONYA: (in Guvana): 

"I got into trouble 
the last time I was here," 
Vicki tells me 
as we stand in the customs and immigration line 
at the Guyana airport, 

"I was so eager 
to see my Guyanese friends again 
that I rushed to the border oficer's desk 
without waiting for my turn 
I was practically ready to jump over it" 

NURSES WITHIN BORDERS 

Cross-cultural nursing findamentaIIy involves borders. To be a cross-cultural 

nurse is to be-in-relation to panicular geographic and ethnocultural borders That is. 

cross-cultural nurses leave the physical and cultural parameters of their home communtty 

and enter into the confines of an unfamiliar communitv as a cultural outsider To do so. 

they cross borders. Nursins practice that does not involve crossing ethnoculturd borders 

is not cross-cultural nursing 

The political boundaries of specitic countries or municipalities. that IS. ,rtiogr~ryltr~. 

hordrrs. are the easiest to locate. Less ciear are the r~ht~oclrlrirrnl hon1rr.s surrounding a 

communitv with similar history! memory, customs. values and beliefs Ethnocultural 

communities have social norms and behavioral expectations not necessarily obvious to a 

cultural outsider. Locatins and crossins these borders to enter more filly into a 

community is difficult; Tourists may cross geographic borders without actually entering 

into the "full current'' of a community. 

The six participants in this study are definitely not tourists. 
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Unlike the renowned humanitarian organization "Doctors-Without-Borders". 

the participants in this study could more accurately be named "Nurses-Within-Borders" 

These nurses situate themselves within the geographic borders of an unfamiliar 

community. and then work to locate and understand the cultural norms existing there 

When they discover or discern cultural rules, such as acceptable dress, they adapt their 

own behavior to local behavior (when it does not conflict with their own value or beiief 

system). -As guests in various communities. the participants strive to work within the 

existing structures to influence change and to practice nursing. 

In addition to being situated within geographic and ethnocultural borders. the 

cross-culturd nurses in this study display an ability to discern and work within both 

persotrnl at~dprofessional borders For all of the participants. locating particular personal 

and professional limitations has been painful. but the opportunities to expand their 

boundaries have been imbued with profound meanins 

The findings of this study are presented in five chapters. 

CHAPTER FIVE - At the Border. Living on the Edge 

C W T E R  SIX - Straddling Borders: Living Between Worlds 

CHAPTER SEVEN - Beyond Borders: Living Beside a 1" Dimension 

CI-LVTER EIGHT - Injured Borders: Living Among Human Broken-ness 

CHMTER NINE - Drawing Borders: Reflecting on Cross-cultural .Anwork 



CHAPTERFIVE 

AT THE BORDER: LItRIG ON TIIE EDGE 

We are not here to be "safe". We must have E t h  and take risks. 
Life is not meant to be easy and h u m b  

Sir William Grenfeil, Phvsician 
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SONYA (in Guvana): 

I'll admit I feel scared 
walking alone to the Georgetown public hospital. 

I walk briskly, 
my canvas bag tucked under my arm, 
and wonder if I will be robbed 
as the Canadian student was 
five days ago. 

Across the canal 
I see again this plastic baby doll 
nailed to a small wooden cross. 
'A macabre crucifix. 

Or is it a scarecrow? 

.LUI of the participants in some way experienced L~vrrrp un [he Edge In choosing 

cross-cultural nursing as a career speciaity, these nurses are exposed to risks not found in 

conventional nursing practice (R~sk-taktr~g). They have all felt unprepared for the 

professional and personal demands being in a foreisn culture has entailed (Trurlhli~:l~tg). 

Yet each has found a way to practlce within the existin constraints (Fitrdr~rg ri Zkp) 

RISK TAKING: Being Care-less or Care-full? 

When I visited a herrneneutic phenomenology class to discuss my first interview 

with other sraduate nursing students. I suggested that the participant (Lynn) displayed 

exceptional courage in taking a stand on behdf of her Dene maternitv patient. One ofthe 

students remarked, "but cross-cultural nurses are risk-takers anyway, aren't they'" This 

comment remained with me throughout the study as I wondered - well, are they (we) 

risk takers? Does that explain why certain nurses are drawn to cross-cultural work and 

others are not? 'Because living in a foreign community carries presumed risks (like 
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contracting tropical diseases or being caught in the middle of a coup d'etat) and life on 

the edge appeals to those with a risk-taking disposition ... doesn't it? 

None of the six participants stnrck me as risk-takers. Indeed, those whom 1 

directly asked if they would consider themselves to be risk takers seemed surprised at the 

question - as if to be a risk-taker meant to be frivolous, care-less. Instead, what 

impressed me was the care--411-ness associated with cross-cultural nursing practice 

Carla and I met after a mutual acquaintance heard that I was looking for cross- 

cultural nurses to participate in this study. She has worked for 10 years in Canada's 

.kctic (mostly in mental health); 4 months in Iraq (as a consultant in mental health); and -I 

years in Sri Lanka (teaching in the first baccalaureate nursing program). We arranged to 

meet in Carla's home, where both interviews took place. It was during our second 

interview that Carla spoke most specifically about risk-taking in her practice 

C.wI-A: 
I used to tell people who were concerned about my living in Sri Lanka 
that. if something happens to me it is because I am in the wrong place at 
the wrong time. .. however. that could happen in Canada as well.. . [I do not 
participate in] just an irresponsible, not-thinking risk-taking.. . Like I 
wouldn't go skydivins because I would be scared out of my mind. 

Carla refers to her decision-making as "pra_matism". She recoznizes that there 

are risks in her cross-cultural practice. but decides "what degree of risk" she is willing to 

take according to an intuitive understanding of what is "sensible and responsible" 

Like Carla, Vicki recognizes an element of risk invotved in her international work. 

Vicki has over 30 years of cross-cultural experience and has worked in many countries 

including Bolivia (providing medical care fiom a floating clinic on the Amazon river with 

her husband, a physician); Zaire (teaching local nurses), India, Rwanda and Guyana. Vicki 
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and I met three years ago at a Nurses Christian Fellowship regional conference near 

Vancouver, British Columbia, where she lives. .A year later we worked together as 

instructors for a transcultural clinical course. When seeking out a clinical placement for my 

own Master of Nursing studies, I asked mcki if I could accompany her on a trip to 

Guyana where she has worked as an international nurse consultant for the past five vears 

She agreed, and for two weeks Vicki and I lived and worked together in Georgetown. 

Guyana. As a participant observer, I came dongside Vicki in her consulting and teaching. 

including becoming involved with teaching Canadian students (who joined us atier one 

week) and Guyanese nurses enrolled in a pediauic specialty course. 

I interviewed Vicki during ths time in Guyana. and later in Scotland where we 

both participated in a Nurses Christian Fellowshp International conference The tirst 

interview took place on the garden terrace of our host's home in Georgetown. While in 

Guyana. we constantly discussed safety risks penaining to the 10 Canadian students and 

us. One of the nursing students was robbed the dav before our first interview 

SONYA - (in Guvana) 

The thief took the student's backpack 
from the sidewalk by her feet. 
Passport. plane tickets. cash 

all gone. 

She realizes now that she was a target 
Dressed as a foreigner, in shorts. 
But she didn't think this couid happen to her. 

Vicki feels responsible. 
'Like a mother tbr her children. 
She is questioning her judgment 
in bringing the students to Guyana. 
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Vicki was shaken by the robbery of her Canadian student. -4tIer a few days of 

reflection and doubt and conversation, Vicki realized again that choosing to live --out of 

bounds" puts cross-cultural nurses at greater personal risk While the students saw the 

rules regarding dress, for example, as confining, Vicki recognized that the function of 

safety "borders" is protection, not oppression. It is care-less to ignore known safety rules 

Like Carla and Vicki, Edith started her cross-cultural nursing career 

approximately 30 years ago, She, too, acknowledges that practicing cross-culturally 

places her at risk of persond harm. And she also believes that looking for and paying 

heed to local warnings (beins carr-firll rather than care-less) can reduce risk 

Edith's name was given to me by a mutual acquaintance aware that I was lookins 

for participants for this study. She has lived in the same . f iean country for most of the 

last 30 vears. Edith's nursing practice has included direct medical care. teaching of health 

assistants. and. for the past 16 years. administrating and overseeing the work of 

expatriate (foreign) nurses in six centers around the country. She was on a four-month 

hrlough in .Alberta when I interviewed her at the home of her sister and 99-year-old 

mother Edith's ongoiny position as a foreigner is. at times. tenuous. To ensure 

coniidentiality and to prevent any possible repercussions for Edith. I will refer to the 

continent only. Edith describes risky situations that she has encountered in .Urica 

EDITH: 
w e n ]  the rebels came into the north.. .there were bombs.. . A lot of shooting 
going on, ammo dumps going off.. .One time there was an attempted coup. 
[Lately it is not safe to be] traveling after 4:00 pm because you're more liable for 
[road bandits]. [However. if] you.. . stayed within the rules and regulations 
it.. .wasn't d q e r o u s . .  . [unlike] Zimbabwe you know, where they went in afier the 
white farmers and did a lot of plundering and killing. 
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Edith recognizes that danger is usually confined to specific times (government 

changes; after 4:00 pm) and pIaces (the northern border; on dark roads). She does not '-tempt 

fate" by being conspicuous (as white woman) at these times or places. 

Ironically, Carla is headed to one area that Edith identified as a danger zone: 

C.4RLA. 
Part of my decision-making about [going to] Zimbabwe was that I was going to be 
in Harare. I am not a farmer. I a m  not married to a f m e r  . h d  I'm not soing to 
run around the country - which is a real shame 'cause I'm so curious and I've 
never been there before and I'm going to be stuck in the city ... So, I don't think 
[being a cross-cultwal nwse means being] a risk taker .... I don't consider myself to 
be a big risk taker. 

It is interesting that Zimbabwe is deemed "too riskv" - bv - Edith, vet --worth the risk" bv 

Carla. Perhaps, for Carla, the anticipated benefits outweigh the risks. Traveling to Zirnbabive ro 

consult with the local Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) regarding the 

potential to set up a pediatric nursing education program is appealins to her 

Besides risks, there are other costs involved with going to Zimbabwe. During our second 

interview, Carla received a phone cail from her travel agent who is organizing her flights ro 

Harare. This interruption tngsered a discussion about the other costs involved in cross-cultural 

work that Carla weighs out before makrng a final decision about whether to yo on a particuiar 

cross-cultural assignment: 

CARLA: 
The logistics alone is a lot of work; it's not like walking across the street here to 
the hospital, or to downtown. .bd you're balancing it with all kinds of things, like, 
I need to know because I have to pay my kid's university fees. ..I don't think we 
lead a charming life that we've just fallen into. lf there has been interesting and 
charming and stimutating things about it - and there are - it's 'cause we made them 
happen. 

It is not easy to make arrangements to do cross-cultural work: Plane flights, passports, 
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immunizations, obtaining role expectations, arranging for obIigations ar "home" to be 

met when one is away. ..there are actual costs involved with cross-cultural work that need to be 

considered before "signing up" to a particuIar project or with a particular sponsoring agency In 

contrast, risks are porenfiai costs. Whether working in Northern Canada or working overseas, 

participants spoke of being exposed to elements which could physically harm them: disease 

(particularly communicable), violence (war, crime) or injury (motor vehicle accidents) 

Determining the likelihood of being harmed by such factors may be assisted by reading reievant 

morbidity and mortality reports. risk assessment reports (penainin to political stability) and 

travelers heaIth & safety advisories. 

A care-firil practitioner. Carla deliberates and gathers as much idormation as possible 

before deciding on an international nurse consultant project. Ultimately, Carla must come to a 

decision about whether the actual and potential costs are worth the trip 

C -4EtL.4. 
You need to sit down and pick up the information and reflect on it. and once you 
do, you make your decision. And once you've made it. you go ahead and live with 
it. And you follow through ...M ou develop some kind of c o d o n  level with your 
own jud-gent. 

Carla tells me that. in the end. even after carr-jtll consideration. going on an 

international project involves a leap of faith. In the case of Zimbabwe. Carla reads 

between the tines of the documents piled on her kitchen table sent by CIDA. She 

specdates that, given how difficult it wouid be for the CIDA staff in Zimbabwe to take 

responsibility for a foreigner if there was a threat to her safety, they wouId not be 

pursuing her services if it were too risky for her to come. 

For Wcki, Edith and Caria, being comfortable with their own judgment may be an 
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advantage of having 30 years of cross-cultural experience: Experienced cross-cultural 

nurses may be able to distinguish lrfe on the edge from life on the ledge. Knowing one's 

limitations in regards to the level of risk each is willing to take might have been developed 

over time, based in part on how fe& (or at-risk) they may have felt in a _given situation 

or community. What about novice cross-culntral nurses? 

Pam Nordstrom is a Canadian nurse working in Somalia. She was exposed to peril 

that she seems to have not anticipated: 

fie drive ro o w  compound [aught US our first lesson m ~'t~tvival- (he 
person with the btggest gun wins. :tlasses of people yreldrd to our Land 
rover. 1 rhink less from courtesy than from fear of the AK-4: curJ:LI-16 
guns prorruding from the wlndolvs. What bnd of a mrssion had ! sipled 
myserf up for :,' 

Canadian Nurse, January 1994, p 49 

Was Pam informed ofthe specific risk involved in traveling to Mogadishu during a 

war'? .4re novice cross-cultural nurses "blind" to inherent dangers? Or. perhaps different 

nurses have differing ideas of how much risk they are willing to take. Dorothy Scheffel 

speaks of the danger that she encountered in Uganda, but seems cavalier about it: 

Some nights we could hear machine guns. There were rumors of s c t ~ u  
things happening all aro~rnci us. We didn't know if the! were gortlg ro 
knock on our door rhar nrghr, srral everything we ownecl, and kill u s  - 
because that 's what the?. were dotng right down the street ... l gor brat irp rn 
Nairobi. and it didn ' I  hll  me. Ir w m  't very nice. bur I believed God 
intervened. God was farthfirl to take care of me then. It didn't destro~ me. 

Journal of Christian Nursing 1993, 10 (4) p. 12 

I worked twice in Uganda around the same time as Dorothy Like her, I know 

what is it like to lay awake at night listening to machineguns. I can recall having an AK- 14 

aimed at me by an adolescent boy in army fatigues at a roadblock. I know what it is like to 
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be scared. The American professor of orthopedics with whom my husband and I stayed 

while on a short term project in Uganda was murdered after we left - by a car thief outside 

of the clinic where we had worked. I was surprised and relieved to find that the 

participants in this study, like me, are not fear-less. They simply try to avoid situations that 

m i a t  make them fear-full: 

C.4lU.A: 
I don't ever recall in places like Inuvic of me being afraid. There were 
communities [in Northern Canada] that I would not wanted to have lived 
on my own. 'That were, where there was a history of violence and a 
history of very poor race relations, and one of the places was [a cenain 
community] and you couldn't have enticed me to work there. 

The ability to assess for risk and cost is an imponant aspect of Carla Vicki and 

Edith's practice. What they are willing to "pay" in terms of risk and cost seems dosely tied 

with their motivation for goins (benefit), and will be further discussed in Chapter Six. 

Considering the paucity of formal preparation and mentorship available to the participants 

for their cross-cultural work. I suspect that the more experienced nurses' abiIity to assess 

for personal risk and cost may have been developed over time as their familiarity with 

cross-cultural settings increased. Of the six participants. blasako is the least experienced. 

having worked for three years recently in Bangladesh. The lived experience of Masako 

hi_ehlights the cost of unpreparedness and lack of mentoring. 

TRAILBLAZING: Being Un-prepared and Un-guided 

1 met Masako during the data collection phase of this study when we were both 

attending a Nurses Chnstian Fellowship Lnternational conference in Edinburgh. Scotland. 

Masako is a soft-spoken nurse from Japan who was, at that time, studying for a Masters in 

Public Health at the London SchooI of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. We found a quiet 
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comer in the university hosting the conference and she related to me an early experience 

in her recent assigmeot to Bangladesh, first apologizing for her difficulty articulating her 

thoughts in EngIish. 

MASAKO: 
w ] y  supervisors were not really knowledgeable in health care services. 
they don't give me any direction ... I just figure out that my role was 
expected to suppon local nurse who work as in charge of the center ... 
That center has been there for the last 10 years but closed once before I 
came.. .because of the [financial] corruption.. .So the organizational 
expectation was for me to watch.. . 'that the same thing would not 
happen ... I just figure that that was my responsibility. 

While Masako wris given three months of language school training in Bensali. 

she was not oriented to her actual role - she tried to figure out on her own what was 

expected of her since she had no job description. Masako worked for two months in the 

20-bed nutrition rehabilitation center supervising three Bangladeshi suppon staff Then 

b1ASAKO - (in Bangladesh) 

1 am sick with fever. 
1 can't sleep. 
l am losing weight. 

My supervisor has agreed 
To close the center at the end of this week. 
While I recover. 

I know we ageed not to admit more patients this week 
But two year old Shapna is so s k l ~ y ,  
she looks like an old person 
She has a large necrotic ulcer on her scalp. 
[f this gets infected, she will die. 

t cannot explain clearly in English 
How my decision to admt her 
is nor incon-pent with my request to close the center 

So, my American director is fiuious at me. 
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As I listened to Masako relate her story, I found myself becoming angry toward 

the sponsoring agency. How couId they allow an inexperienced nurse to tind her own ivay 

in a supervisory position, communicating with her staff  and boss in different languages - 

neither of which she is fluent in - in an organization with a history of financial corruption 

that she is obligated to prevent from happening again? And all without support or 

direction From her own sponsoring agency? That Masako became iI1 is not surprising 

Beins un-mentored came with a personal cost. 

Unlike Masako, I have had collegial guidance. I felt privilesed to follow i'ick~ 

around Guyana for two weeks. Vicki knew that I was there to critically obsewe and 

eventually incorporate what I saw into a conceptual framework for a Master of Nursing 

course. yet she didn't once seem uncomfortable with mv presence. She invited me into 

every aspect of her work - tiom behind the closed doors of meetings ivtth the countp's 

nursing leaders, to her classroom of Canadian nursing students, to her informal discussions 

with local nursing staff We shared accommodations, taxis and excursions to the grocen 

store -4s we talked constantly about the meaning of what we were experiencing I was 

privy to something that none of the participants of this study have had: . . . a  mentor. Yet. [ 

do not feel fully prepared to be a cross-cultural nurse. Is it possible to be hl ly prepared" 

Vicki regrets not having formal transcultural preparation or collegial guidance 

.JLfter finishing work in Bolivia she sought out continuing education in Canada. 

VICKI 
I chose . . .a Masters degree in Adult Education because.. .you do a lot of 
. . .those kinds of courses that I felt were really suited to overseas work. 
[However. I] didn't have a mentor, someone I could turn to and say what 
kind of courses should I take? And the program itself [was] really focused 
on what's happening in North America rather than [internationally]. 



Lack of formal preparation opportunities and nursing mentorship necessitated self- 

directed learning during Vicki's 30-year career. She has learned to be comfortable with 

this independence, referring to her cross-cultural practice as being on the ctrtrirrg edge- 

VICKI 
... again, that was a situation where I was taken to the edge - to the cutting 
edge of my understanding, my personality, my prejudices in life.. . . 

SONYA 
You've often talked about being on the cutting edge, ['about being] the one 
that [is] cutting out the trail and with a sense of moving forward. or moving 
out, whichever way - 'that you're being, constantly being pushed into new 
directions ...' that there's always more to learn, there's always more to be 
cutting.. . 

VICKI 
Yeah, I think that you've understood correctly. For me, I even wake up at 
the beginning of the day . . .in my own quiet sort of devotional time, 
preparing myself for the day mentally, I'm just aware that I'll probably be 
faced with new situations. new encounters in terms of culture. 

Not being fully prepared has not stopped Vicki from developing a successful cross- 

cultural practice. Venturing into the unknown has become an expected aspect of her 

practice - a form of risk-taking. Having courage and sensitivity has served her well 

because she has had to "learn it on my own", as exemplified by the follow in^ story 

VICKI - (in Zaire - ~resentlv Republic of Congo) 

I want to teach my nursing students 
the basics of nursing care 
such as checking a pulse. 
and taking a temperature. 

But I realize that fim I must teach them how to tell time 
and what "temperature" is. 

Learning to adapt foundationai nursing concepts to the local culture was necessary 
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for Vicki's success in teaching Zairian nursing students. Becoming aware of the 

differences in their worldviews was important. But, like Masako. Vicki found herself in a 

position of authority over local nurses - a role she was not comfortable with: 

VICKI 
Flverything had to be locked up. [The issue wasn't] stealing, but [a belief 
that] what you have, you share with others ... I felt that I was put in a 
position of being a.. . poticewoman.. .and I didn't I k e  that role. 

While Vich strives to work within the constraints of the local culture. in doing so 

she is often testing her own limits - she has often been out of her comfort zone. 

Experience continues to prepare her for differences in cultural expectations and resources 

The participants speak of different types of unpreparedness, particularly for their 

tirst experiences. In Bangladesh Masako was unprepared for her role (administrator) 

She struggled with articulating her thoughts in 2 different languages. She became 

phvsicallv ill when she reached her personal limits. In Zaire. Vicki was unprepared for her 

role (teacher) because. even with a Masters degree in -4duIt Education and fluency in 

French. she did not know how the local cultural conditions would impact her nurslng 

Edith's story of feeling unprepared also occurred at the beginnins of her career 

EDITH (in .Africa) 

I really don't know 
how to treat this woman's possible congestive heart failure 

There are no books or resources here. 
I am learning what 1 can fiom a gal who isn't actually a nurse. 

What do you do? 
The patient is going to die. 
1 put her on some digoxin. 

. . . I pray a lot, you know. 



The professionai border that usually separates nursing tiom medicine becomes 

blurred when cross-cultural nurses like Edith take on the role of medical practitioner 

Undergraduate nursing education does not prepare nurses to diagnose and treat iIlness. yet 

cross-cultural nurses may be called upon to practice medicine, as the following cross- 

cultural nurses have been: 

Debra Edwards: 

We (oupost nurses in Northern Canad f haw a fremendorrs amortrrt of 
autonomy.. . We function as a mrse practitioner, although we 're nor called 
ihar. 

Canadian Nurse 1997, 93 (8) p. 20 

Daria C. Ruffolo. 

As my backgrottnd was m trauma, I was eager to jump it?. Lrtflt! did I 
know I would see inmtmerable laceratiorr-?om-bush-hfr accidents, 
broken bones requiring setting and casting, incidents of domestic vrole~rce, 
self-mulilation with ceremonial amputarions. and abscesses reqlrir~rig 
incisron and drainage ... In Paptra Nmv Gziinea, ntrrJJes ~.rrsrumarilr. 
diagnose and Ireat. 

Journal ofChristian Nursing 1993, I0 (4) p 18 

Meagan Fox: 

1113firsr h y  it? ~Vebobongo ... l tagged along with Rrrth Hayes  [ttttrb-e- 
midvrft. 1 . . . [There was] a woman with severe abdominal parn nrl J weak 
vrral srgns. She wm ia~tng on ct low, hard, bamboo cot, hurr!~ cunsclorrs. 
She had rolii the sraff that she had missed her l a  menstrual prrrucl. Rtiih 
went quickly to work, IrsIng u large needle and Jyringe to penerrate the 
woman 's abdominal wall, immedtateIy aptraringfiank red blood lnio the 
syringe. This confirmed her suspicions: the woman had a mpttired 
ectopic pregnancy ... The etrsuing rush to prepare for emergency mrgety 
unfolded like a scene fiom M.A.SH. 

Canadian Nurse. November 1992, n-p. 

That cross-cultural nurses have an expanded scope of practice seems an 

understatement. A s  I. read through 50 published first-person narratives by cross-cultural 
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nurses and physicians, I was struck by how many of these authors are describing their 

first/ early cross-cultural experiences - mostly on short-term projects - and by how many 

of the nurses (who are not typically prepared as nurse practitioners) practice medicine 

The theme of Un-prepared-ness runs through nursing narratives.. . but is it possible to be 

hlly prepared for cross-cultural work? It seems unlikely that Virginia Schneider could 

have prepared for this role: 

Joan, my English nurse friend, is responsible for all burials [in this 
hosprtal compound in Gabon, Africa]. The bo4  is$rsr wrapped in a 
sheer, then wrapped again in palm leaves and placed in a crude cofjin. 
Several deep graves are ahvays on hand, always ready, and caskets are 
placed one on top of other with a little dirt m between lint11 the hole is 
filled. The cemetety is a bemitrfirl spor set asrde bj [Dr. -Albert/ 
Schvelcrr. Sometrmes the pastor IS present. hur quite ofrett the tlurse s~7\:s 
the graves~de prayer. 

American Journal of Nursing 1965,65 (10) p. 130 

It seems clear from Masako's story regarding the nutrition center in Ban~ladesh 

that being un-prepared and un-tuided may come with a personal cost Yet what is 

remarkable about Masako's story is her response to the director whom she feels has 

abandoned her. Her response speaks to the theme of Being Persisrent and Rclsoiirce-Jlill: 

FINDING A WAY: Being Persistent and Resource-full 

blasako recalls the physical. mental and spiritual distress she felt after trying to 

fulfill what she thought were her professional (administrative) obligations to her 

sponsoring asency in Bangladesh. While a period of rest for her to recover was imminent. 

a seriously iI1 child and malnourished mother at the nutrition center. Masako strongly 

believed that it was her nursing obligation to make sure this small family was looked after. 

even if it meant going against the order of her director (to not admit any new patients): 



kWSAK0: 
I as a nurse felt that I needed to protect them fram any harm as possible 
f?om their lack of food, accommodations and lack of getting respect, 'lack 
of right to, how can I say, protect themselves.. . 

Masako realized that her director would not likeiy understand her decision to put the 

needs of this particular patient before her own and that he might interpret this decision as an 

indication that she was not as ill as she proclaimed to be. But she chose to accept the personal 

consequences of making sure th~s patient was attended to at the nutrition center. .And, she chose 

to privately forgive her director: 

b1ASAKO : 
He was Chnstian too. and I am Chnstian, so it was a Chnstian dilemma but also a 
professional dilemma. But I knew I had to forgive . . .my country director in order 
to continue.. . my faith not only in my profession, because as a Chnstian I cannot 
leave my anger anywhere. I had to resolve this issue [by forgiving] the county 
director and then ask for his permission to continue working. It was very difficult 
I had to fight against my pride because I knew that I was right. 

Masako does find support, however To seek it. she must go against the director's orders 

not to return to the (now closed) nutrition center: 

bIASAKO - (in Bangladesh) 

1 sneak back 
to see the Bengali helpers 
who are cleaning the center 

They hear my dilemma 
. h d  cry with me. 

Because of this sign of support fiom the Bengali helpers, Masako decided to stay 

in Bangladesh. Her persistence resulted in the improved health of the previously critically 

ill patient. Masako went on to complete her three-year term in Bangladesh. eventually 

gaining the director's respect. At her firewell dinner, the country director unexpectedly - 
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apologized to Masako, and asked for her forgiveness. in the long run Masakofoirtldcr 

\ c l q  to meet her personal obligations (Christian imperative to forgive), professional 

obligations (nursing imperative to care for ill patients) and personal emotional health needs 

(seeking support fiom Bengali nurses). 

Nancy, too, demonstrates persistence in her cross-cultural nursing practice I 

originally met Nancy on an immunization project in Uganda in 1988, her tirst international 

nursing project. Since then, Nancy has gone on an average of three short-term medical 

missions projects per year, including to India, Guatemala, and Nepal. Serendipitously. 

Nancy planned to visit Banff (From New York) for a ski vacation within the time frame of 

my data collection phase. My family packed up our car and drove to Banff to spend the 

weekend. Nancy and I had not seen each other in three years and I found it awkward to 

ferret out an appropriate time to interview her. We eventually found a comfortable spot 

together on a couch in front of a firepiace in the hotel foyer and she related this incident: 

YANCY (in Guatemala) 

I see the mother with her severely dehydrated infant 
as we start to pack up our bus to Ieave. 

Our clinic time is over It is dark. We are tired 
She is not demanding our help 
She will accept our instruction to "Come back tomorrow" 

But something clicks in my mind. 
God intervenes, and makes it very clear 
to "Drop everything. 
This is a life and is important 
no matter what." 

We gather the mother and cMd 
onto the bus with us 
and bring them to the hospital. 
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Like Masako, once Nancy decided to "go  the extra mile" for a patient, she 

followed it through, even when doing so might have resulted in personal discomfort or 

reprimand (e.g.: for not using the "proper" forms or protocol). Since all of her projects 

are short-term, Nancy has become adept at gathering information about resources 

available in the community so that she can refer patients to facilities or professionals who 

will be able to follow-up on their care. Most of her projects involve mobile medical clinics 

where she works with a team of local and expatriate health care providers to attend to the 

immediate physical needs of patients who attend the clinic. I wondered how Nancy dealt 

with the constraints of short-term projects: 

NANCY 
It's not easy because you're p d e d  in two directions [like when] you have 
a line of 100 people outside your door. Do I make sure that I get all 100 
people in and give everyone a very short period of time? Or do I go 
throu$ every channel? .And I'm still not to this day convinced which IS 

best. I'm always asking questions. constantly 

In addition to finding a way to get patients to the long term help they may need. 

even when this is not expected of her as a short-term worker, Nancy has learned to look 

for opportunities to practice nursing in unlikely places 

NANCY (in Nepal) 

[ no longer give toys or money 
to beggar children. 

Instead I am sitting on a sidewalk 
with a street child. 
sharing a piece of h i t  
as we look at a picture book together 
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Nancy's resource-Mi-ness has strengthened her cross-cultural practice. 

Creativity and resource-ill-ness become use l l  characteristics when practicing in areas 

where medical provisions are in short supply - particularly in less-developed countries. as 

the following quotes testify: 

Margaret B o ~ e t t e  (in Haiti): 

One poor mother came to see me with a large breast abscess, which rvas  
especially painful when she walked. My solution was to devise n slir~g for 
the breast. Most relieved, she merrily went her way afrer receiving the 
medication. That sling idea caught on, and soon I found other Bvomrtt 
with painful breasts using the device. 

Journal of Christian Nursing 1993, 10 (4) p.5 

Gerald Hankins, (physician, in Nepal): 

I had to be willing to ~mprovise ... an ordinary coal hanger swisted and bent 
Into the proper shape served to make a satisjacto~ barvo splinr to keep 
Jngers straight ajier ~ x r g e ~ .  

Christian Medical Dental Societv September 1999. p 27 

Persistence has also characterized the cross-cultural practice of Lynn a 

Canadian nurse and Scottish-trained midwife who worked for 10 years in Northern 

Canada mostly as a staff nurse on a maternity ward. I met Lynn when she was a 

student enrolled in a transcultural nursing course after her cross-cultural 

experiences. During our first interview in her home, Lynn had a few caretL1Iy 

preserved cards on the table beside her. They were thank-you cards From patients 

that Lynn pulled out to jog her memory of sigdicant events she experienced whiIe 

litins up north. One story highlights how s h e j i a  way to meet the perceived 

needs of a patient, even when doing so meant standing up against the prevding 

opinions of the attending physician and Lynn's supervisor: 



LYNN - (in Northern Canada) 

The newborn has Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 
and needs to be medivac'd to a larger hospital 
because of breathing troubles. 

The mom is giving this boy up for adoption 
and the doctor is telling the supervisor and myself 
that the mom should not be asked sign the consent form 
because she has relinquished the child. 

I disagree. 

I know the mother is giving up her baby 
because she wants what was best for him. 
She knows I understand 
that she is still his mother 

In this situation Lynn was compelled to follow her nursing jud-pent to do what 

she perceived as being best for the patient. even when it meant taking a stand against 

authority and institutional protocol to do so. The physician and supervisor attended to the 

demands of the child and the hospital protocol. but at the mother's expense Lynn 

considered the needs of both the seriously ill child and his mother. At first glance. it might 

seem that the mother - who harmed her child by drinluns heavily during pregnancy and 

now was relinquishing the child for adoption - did not care about the fate of her child 

Lynn did not make this assumption because she knew the mother cared about her baby 

LYNN 
I saw her as kind of helpless . she communicated to me through her manner and 
her eyes, her looking, her quietness, and something that I could connect with 
inside. I think it took two of us to make that connection. It was not that I was 
able to see through her in any way or that she was able to verbalize to me what she 
was feeling - but between the two of us there was this meshing of feeling and, 
knowing that came across without anybody saying anything. It was airnost as if it 
was vibrations in the air or floated between Iike an aura. 

Lynn believes that she could not have stood up on behalf of the mother if she 
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didn't "know what I intuitively knew", that is, that the mother cared about her babv 

The mother signs the consent. When she is discharged, she gives Lynn a warm hug 

Nancy, Lynn and Masako were compelled to advocate on behaIf of their patients 

even when doing meant going against the tide of their agency1 institution and involved 

standing up against authority. They were so convinced of their own judsment that they 

took the chance of personal repercussions to "do the right thing". Rather than submitting 

to local authority (human or institutional), these nurses seem to acknowledge a higher 

authority. Nancy, Masako and Lynn each responded to a human call From a suffering 

person. In Guatemala, Nancy responded to a particular call fiom God. By choosing to 

alleviate the suffering they hlfilled a nursing (professional) calling. 

When faced with a choice to stay within the boundaries of institutional standards 

or to step beyond them to attend to the suffering of their patients, these participants chose 

the uncomfortable position of stepping "outside" In doing so, these nurses used their 

professional and personal framework to assist them with ethical decision-mahng. Perhaps 

it is their courage to risk persong discomfort (such as being reprimanded) that the 

graduate student in the hermeneutic phenomenology class was referring to when she said - 
that cross-cultural nurses were risk takers. 

Some of the participants in this study refer to another type of Resource- 

hll-ness. Nancy, Vich, Edith and Masako referred to times when they received 

insight or strength from a supernatural Resource, that is, God. For Nancy, God 

intervened in "making it very clear'' to make the effort to care for a dyin_e child 

after the clinic was closed in Guatemala Edith, Nancy and Masako mention their 



use of prayer, seeking God's omnipotence in situations where they felt impotent 

(providing medical intervention; desiring to communicate compassion when unabie 

to speak Guatemalan; when desiring to forgive). Vicki speaks of her daily 

devotional time where she asks God for sensitivity and wisdom to appropriateIy 

deal with what lays ahead. Spirituality as a "way of knowing " will be hrther 

explored in Chapter Seven. 

EPILOGUE 

The lived experience of cross-cultural nursing can be exciting, exhilarating even. 

Cross-cultural nursing can be an adventure in that it involves uncertainty, but it is not an 

exotic vacation and the participants are not thrill-seekers. Rather, care-hll planning and 

decision- making characterize the participants. Nursing knowledge influences decision- 

making, yet a critical lack of formal transcultural education. mentoring and collesial 

guidance is perceived as a barrier to a more effective and satisfying practice. In this study, - 
cross-cultural nursing involves xsing personal values and religious principles in addition to 

nursing knowledge to frame decision-rnhng, and the participants draw on these to def ne 

their professional and personal boundaries and to yuide their nursins practice. Once 

decisions are made, participants find ways to follow through, beins persistent even when 

there is potential or actual personal cost to do so (giving up time, finances, physical 

comfort or collegial support). The phenomenon of caring in cross-cultural nursing may 

involve personal cost, as in carrng en& to plan carehlly and follow through on 

decisions. even when to do necessitates self-reliance (dependence on personal values 

fiarneworks without benefit of collegial nursing guidance) and personal expense. 



CHAPTER SIX 

STRADDLING BORDERS: LIVING BETWEEN WORLDS 

Though we travel the world over to iind the beautifid 
We must carry it in our heart or we find it not. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson ( I  803 -1 882) Oxford Dictionary of Ouotations 



CARLA (in the Canadian Arctic): 

I am dropped here 
off a tiny airplane 
three days a month to do public hedth. 

They all greet me formally by shaking hands, 
all dressed in traditional Mother Hubbard parkas 
in brightly colored cotton. 

The women are all wearing engagement rings. 
1 find that h m y  in this isolated place- 
an adaptation 
of Inuit to southern Canadian culture. 

They accompany me to my trailer, 
a horror show with no toilet, 
no running water.. . 
Well. it has toiIets and sinks. 
they just aren't connected to anything. 

They come in the nursing station 
and they have these god-ah1  meImac cups and saucers 
that are hard to clean 
but I have nothins to clean them with 
and there is no hot water a n y a y  

There are community elders 
And the babies, and the moms. and everybody 
They keep sitting there 
. b d  at rnidni_eht I I stilI rnahng tea for these people. 

.A lot of them don't speak English. 
There is more non-verbd communication. 
They finally leave 
and I clean all these cups 

When I open the clinic at 083Oh the next morning, 
nobody shows up. 
I have a temble day 
thinking I made this horrible culturd faux pas. 

But they start showing up at I 5OOh 
. . .and keep coming until 2300h. 
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Carla's vivid recollection of one of her early experiences as a cultural outsider is a 

poignant example of what life as a cross-cultural nurse is. Cross-cultural nursing, for 

Caria, has involved not knowing how to behave, not being able to communicate. self- 

doubt, relief at finding out that no harm was done and choosing to adapt to local customs 

Carla gives a glimpse of what it is to be-in-the-world of another culture. 

What is left unspoken in this story is the reality that Carla has necessarily had to 

leave one "worid" in order to be in another "world. To cross geographic and ethno - 

cultural borders essentially includes both exiting (one's former community) and enteriny 

(the new community). However. even the use of the words "exit" and "enter" suggest 

permanence not characteristic of the lived experiences described bv participants in this 

study. Instead, nursing practice involves making an initial decision to exiti enter followed 

by ongoing decisions to re-exit/ re-enter (Choosing to Depart and Yearrrlrtg lo Rerttrtr). It 

also involves experiencing life as a "guest" in an unfamiliar community (Prrpeilral 

Boarders). The participants describe a sense of not hl ly belonying in either world That 

is. they are Straddling Borders. 

CHOOSING TO DEPART and YEARNING TO RETURN 

Do all ihe good you cart. b j  all (he meansvozi can, in all the ways you cut[. 1t1 c71f (he 
places you can, at all the umes yozt can, to all the people you can, as lotg m p l r  ever 
cult. 

-John Wesley (quoted in World Vision pamphlet. 2000) 

Why would someone choose to nurse cross-culturally when the cost can seem so 

great? The logistical headaches of planning; the ongoing risk assessment and decision- 

making and the exposure to unfamiliar values and customs can seem overwhelming 
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While the experienced cross-cultural nurse might choose to return to a cross-cultural 

setting because of positive or rneaningfbl previous experiences (benefits), what draws 

nurses to work cross-culturally in the fist place? 

The concept of a "calling", particularly for Christian health care professionals. is 

clearly identifiable in the published first-person narratives used as data for this study 

Tom Elkins (physician, Nigeria): 

What is this "call" that we say comes from God that compels trs to go to some* 
muayplace to do His work? I had no vision, no direct plan of actiorr of "horr i 
would help God" at any time over the past 20years. But since that first trme 
Carolyn and I went to Nigeria for the Mission board in 1915, rue both kitat+ thnr 
the burdens of West Africa were ours, forever.. .It was a pact with God. 1~1th atr 
irnkno~vn endpoinr. 

Phvsician, Mar/ .4pr 1000. p. 5 

Dorothy ScheffeI (Somalia): 

I don 't consider mysey brave or heroic for being willing to go into that kind o f  
sitlration [amotag the starving irr Somalia], I believe God has a heart of 
compassion toward rh0.s~ nr rreed ..lr~d i hrlievr hrs people shorrld, ulso. (f 
C'hrrstmans ca7't r~.spunrl t t ~  the poor at~d tiredj, who 3 guuzg to') / hrfrrvr 11 I S  

sumerhmng God has culled me to do. 
Journal of Christian Nursinc 1993. 10 (4) p. I I 

.hdrina Paper Pasternak (Zaire) 

..ls thmngs fell rnro place [to go rvrth a medrcal rnrssrotw grotrp to ~r priyect rtz 

Zaire/, I s-ard, "lrh oh. Lord you tvarrr me to do thms. don't vou2" 
Journal of Christian Nursing 1993, 10 (4) p I4 

Meredith L.B. Kerker (Balkans) 

I rvas  a nursing strident when the media accounts of atrocir): and stIffering in the 
Balkans began to ~mnfold. and my heart ached for the seerning[y hopeless 
sitrrution- Mv older srster. Kameroi~, and I bofh felt the rrrgency of the call to go 
arid work among fhe ethnic Albanian refigees suslrddenly flowing orrt of Kosovo. 

J a u r n a l 2 0 0 0 ,  17 (3) pp 24,25 
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Meagan Fox (Africa) 

Afer nursing in Canada for 10 years, I reahzed I had thought and prayed aborit 
missionary w s i n g  long enough- In the fall of 1990,I knew it was time to face 
the challenge: Could I be an effective nurse for the cause of Christ in a 
developing country? 

Canadian Nurse November, 1992, np 

These authors are responding to a call - an entreaty - originating beyond 

themselves. Far some, the decision to do cross-cultural work is in response to a specific 

need (to help Albanian refiigees). Others are drawn to a particular country (Nizeria 

India). Still others are responding to an entreaty by God to be available to go anjwhere 

where there is a need that they can meet - the primary god being a religious one. 

"Choosing to depart" in response to a religious calling is interesting in that it's 

value may come as much from the presumed self-sacrifice involved as from the health care 

providers' specific abiIity to meet a health need. To be willing to leave behind one's 

family. familiarity and security for the "cause ofChrist" has utmost significance, 

regardless of the specifics of where or when or what. The biblical imperative to '-deny 

your self and take up your cross and follow me" urges those who would be followers of 

Christ to devote their Iives to Jesus and his teachings. The contemporary sinsing group 

--Point of Grace" exemplifies this ancient message: 

We will go down any road, at my cost 
Wherever You lead we will follow 
Becuuse we know 
Thar You've called [is to take lip our cross 
Down any road. at m y  cost.. . 

Scott Krippanye & Tony Wood 
Copyright 1996 BMG songs, hc (Gospel division) Above the rim music 

The allure of cross-cultural nusing for Christian nurses in particular may include 



the opportunity to act sacrificially - a position consistent with the Christian worldview 

The first-person narratives were written predonzinantIy by Christian nurses and physicians. 

While the participants were not specifically asked about their religious affiliatios four 

identified themselves as Christian. Does cross-culturai work hold a particular 

appeal for religiousiy devout individuals, as presumed in the following quip'' 

Besides, everybody knows as soan m you surrender your will to God, he packs 
you ofro the Congo, where you spend the rest ofyour life teaching canrrib~t1.s /lor 

ro ear you. I didn't want to go to Apjca. and I dirln't want to be a missronaty 
Case closed. Leave me uiorre. 

Nancy Kennedy, Today's Christian Woman 7000.12 (5) p. 67 

[nterestingy, while the authors of the first-person narratives reviewed almost 

dtvays described how they originally came to work cross-culturally, the participants of 

this study did not. Indeed. as the animating question for this study was "what'' is the lived 

experience of caring in cross-cultural nursing rather than "how" do nurses come to choose 

cross-cultural practice, the interview was framed around stories of what cross-cultural 

nursing is like. Rather than focusing on what initrc~~ed their desire to do cross-culturai 

work. the participants described what maintained that desire. I asked Carla about the 

enticement of cross-cultural practice. 

c.m.4. 
Part of it is just the selfish pan.. .the stimulation, the personal growth. [ couldn't 
abide not learning and doing different things and seeing the world no fanher than 
. . .the borders of Alberta, what have you. That to me would be hell. [Also], 
anything you contribute in a developing world you're contributing to growth and 
to making things better. and it's a r e d y  nice feeling if you can do that. 

Carla's desire to be personaliy and professionalIy stimulated and challenged 

reflects a type of respectll curiosity. The d u e  of cross-cultural practice for Vicki is 
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similar. Vicki finds pleasure in the daily anticipation of learning something new even if 

it involves a negative experience: 

VICKI - (in Belize) 

The bus driver is charging me 
Three or four times the normal rate 
For taking me and my Canadian students 
To the market. 

I think he sees me 
-4s a dumb North American. 
But I know what the rates are 

I am irritated at being ripped OK 
Until he says. 

"if you were having your fence painted, 
wouldn't you ask me the price before I painted it?" 

Although Vicki is annoyed that she has been overcharged. she is simuItaneouslv 

pleased to have been "tausht a lesson" by the taxi driver. She loves to learn 

UCKI : 
Every time I come to Guyana I'm learning something new .4nd this is why I taIk 
to the taxi drivers and chat with lots of people, 'go into the market where we 
would be every day. 'Talk to the shopkeeper. Just because I realize there's 
something that I can learn. .[and] I see it as being able to care for that person in 
the taxi cab as much as if he were a patient in the hospital. 

For Vicki and Carla. part of the enticement to keep re-entering cross-cultural 

practice is the opportunity for personal growth. For Vicki and Edith. part of the allure of 

cross-cultural work stems tiom their desire to respond to an ongoing call tiom God to 

work internationally. Edith's sense of having a role to play in God's plan sustains her: 

EDITH: 
I can go home [to Canada] and do my work there.. . But I'm here because 1 feel 
that the spiritual side of it is just as important as the physical side and I'm here to 
be a testimony for the Lord ... even with all the frustrations and bureaucracy.. . fit] 
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could be very easy to say "forget it.. . ['U go home and get a job where I 
can.. .put in my eight hours.. . [But my] eyes are on a goal hrther down the road. 

For Edith, nursing practice is a vocation, a calling. While she has lived in rUirca for 

the better part of 30 years, she does not consider herself as belonging there. For Edith 

Canada is always "home". What is it l i e  to live in a community where you do not 

"belong", even after decades of residency? 

PERPETUAL, BOARDERS 

Participants spoke of "being a guest" in their host countries. Guest-ness seems an 

accurate descriptor when projects (such as the ones Nancy participates in) are shcn-term. 

but I wonder if the position of longer-term cross-cultural nurses is more like that of 

boarders? To be a guest sipfies receiving hospitality and politeness From the community, 

and perceiving the community at it's most polished and courteous. It is a superficial 

relationship. albeit satisfying (at least. for the guest). In contrast. to be a boarder suggests 

a longer-term relationship with mutual obligations and responsibilities. Unlike a suest. the 

boarder may be expected to live as the host family Iives without special treatment. The 

boarder may be given more freedom than a family member would. but there is still a sense 

that she is being tolerated rather than embraced. The possibility of hller acceptance into 

the family hovers - but may not be desired by the boarder or the family. The extent of the 

relationship between the nurse and the community may differ in different settings. 

What is it like for the participants to be in an unfamiliar setting? 

Some of the participants described situations where they were able to see beneath 

the polite face of a new community, to took beyond first impressions. Carla was invited to 

a Middle East countq as a mental heaIth consultant. While there, her hosts brought her 



along on a tow of a new mental institution. She relates this story: 

CARLA - (in the Middle East) 

They are probably banking 
on the belief that I am not observant. 
.Mer all, t am female, and a nurse. 
Harmless. 
Otherwise I doubt they would have taken me here. 

They have given me access 
to visit their only mental hospital. 
(There seems to be a sudden need for one) 

The patients, all male, 
are receiving immunizations 
drawn out of glass vials 
the tops of which have been flicked onto the floor 
and the patients are walking on the glass. 

-4 couple of patients try to speak with me 
in Engiish. 
.A language of power and control. 
'of the politically powerfil. 
.Vor of the mentally ill. 

Carla was fascinated by what she saw, particularly since she sensed that she was 

unintentionally given access to a setting usually hidden from foreizners. Since she cannot 

imaeine - that officials would have purposefUlly adrmtted her into a building hous~ng 

political prisoner, she wonders if they assumed she would accept their explanation that 

these were mentally incapacitated men requiring institutionalization. Carla valued this 

opportunity for her to observe a deeper layer of the community - to see beneath the 

surtice impression intended for guests -even though it seems it was a miaake of her 

hosts to expose her to this. 

Carla also describes a cross-cultural situation in which she earned the trust of 
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community members. In this case, being "allowed i n  to deeper layers of the 

community was intentional - it was a choice exercised by an huk mother who decided 

Carla was "'worth investing in" even after she made a faux pas of reprimanding the mother 

for feeding her baby Carnation milk when it was the only milk available: 

CARLA: 
So a couple of years later when 1 knew that woman well I asked her about it [the 
Carnation milk incident] and I asked her if she remembered and she did and I asked 
her if she remembered me and she did and I guess at this point what I probabiy said 
was, "why did you bother listening to me? I mean, like, what I was saying was just 
so inappropriate" .And she Iaughed and said, yeah, she knew that I didn't know 
what 1 was talking about. I mean, that wasn't the issue, she was very clear of that. 
But she said that there was something about me that made her realize that I had 
hope. That she had hoped that I would learn and change.. . . That I had potential to 
learn and to integrate and to enjoy being part of the culture.. . I felt that it was a 
tremendous compliment. 

There was somettung about Carla that influenced the mother's decision to accept 

her - to allow her access into deeper layers of the community What is this sornrrhmng9 

'.b attitude of respect? Vulnerability7 Open-ness9 Genuine interestq It appears that 

there may be gatekeepers of communities - those who guard secrets or protect blemishes. 

lndividuals may also have secrets or blemishes to hide from strangers or guests. Lynn 

describes being "allowed in" to the life of the Dene woman who was gibing up her 

newborn with Fetal .Alcohol Syndrome (FAS): 

LYNN: 
I know I had empathy. .[but how did she come] to know that she could trust me? 
It must have been somethins I portrayed to her and might have developed through 
just physical suppon and emotiond suppon during her labor.. . she just had to be 
able to sense that I was open - she had to be open to see my caring. 

Lynn was allowed into the Iife of t i i s  Dene woman: She felt empathy, she 

reco-nized the complexity of the woman's decision to relinquish her child with FAS, and 
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she was genuinely interested in the welfare of t h s  woman. In return, the woman was 

open to receiving her care: She let Lynn in. In our second interview, Lynn reflected on 

how cross-cultural caring ditfers fiom caring in nursing practice in general. She spoke of 

the existence of her own racid prejudices towards Fist Nations members and how she 

struggles to overcome stereotypes she was reared to beiieve. The notion of prejudice and 

stereotyping is present in cross-cultwal nursing practice: 

LYNN - (in Northern Canada) 

Drunken Indian. 
I've understood h s  to be the reality 
Of being Native, being Inuit. 

I've always considered myself 
To be very open 
. b d  non-prejudiced. 
But they still exist. these ideas 

You hnk "drunken Indian" 
Without any thought to the whole context 
It's easy to judge someone who you don't have contact with. 

I am &aid that my patients might perceive 
the prejudice in me. 

[t is not easy to admit to having prejudicial thoughts toward a panicular racial 

group. Lynn's insights are particularly poignant considering the historicai cultural - 
imposition experienced by First Nations peoples in Canada. It is interesting to review 

comments made by nurses working in aborigind communities in Canada and .Australia to 

get a sense of the historical relationship between cross-culrural nurses and their own - 
nation's indigenous members: 
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Anna Rokegy-Thomas (Cambridge Bay, Canada): 

Not only is there cold and famine to contend with, but disease as well, for rhar u 
one of the less desirable aspects of civilization that has come to [the fihmos/. . . / I  

is to be hoped. however, that the Government will in the nearfuture see it's wcg- 
to make available for these people some of the scientific knowledge, medical crtrd 
mrsing skzll, which other parts of the Canadian Arctic alrearj: enjoy. 

Canadian Nurse, 1938, XXMV (12). p. 694 

Kathleen Dier (Cambridge Bay, Canada): 

For the Inuit ... the [27] years since I leji Cambridge Bay have been tragic. I c7r11 

glad I had the opportunity or catching a glimpse of the old ways before [he fill1 
Impact of the outside world crashed in upon them 

Canadian Nurse, 1984, 80 ( I ) ,  p. 22 

Corinne Hodgson (Northern Canada) 

It is not s u p s i n g  that many Imit remember the medical care gtven by the 
m~ssionaries with fond nostalprr, even though (he ytiantity and qtialip of thrs urrr 
w a s  v e n  drfferenr fiom rodq. 77ze rtursrrlg missrolrary or mrrl cared ahortr >.orir 
soitl as well as -vow broken arm, and genemlly lived m close conract rv~lh ~ h r  
native people. It is in~eresting to nore that the modern Itruit work for rnrrsti rs 
"nayanguak" which translates as 'Take nun". 

Canadian Nurse June, 1980, p. 24 

Julia Woolf (Aboriginie community, Australia): 

I am leji wrth a sense of rrriease aboiit the trmr I spmr there. Drd I do fiirthrr 
damage by rtflicting mj ~~hi te .  mrddle class. Wt'stertt medicrne oti CI c~iltlrrr 
struggling to clrrlg to rt 's roots? 

Nursing Times (no date) 

For LVM, to be a white nurse in First Nations community meant realizing her own 

place in the history of whitelnative relations. She does not wish to perpetuate cultural 

imposition, so it is an ongoing process to recognize and confront her own prejudices: 

LYNN 
So you really have to let go of alI of that which, when you really get down to it is 
not as hard as you think. It could be easily done if you just open, just take those 
blinders away, I think. And as you, I mean, it's easy to judge someone that you 
don't have contact with but once you start working with people and.. . 
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'Being in the moment face to face with a Live human? 

LYNN 
Yeah, right. That's when these things really start to sort of melt away.. . [with] 
exposure to people. To Dene people and Inuit people or whatever culture it is 

Lynn camed with her a stereotype of First Nations peoples as being alcoholics. Yet, it 

struck me during our interview that this Dene woman who relinquished her F.<S baby \vns 

addicted to alcohol and thusfit Lynn's stereotype. I commented on this, noting that Lynn 

could have judged the mother as such: 

LYNN 
If you didn't go beyond the obvious, I guess, pu t  being] with people at such an 
intimate level [in nursing] is different than walking down the street and seeing a 
bunch of people behind the garbage bin.. .that's a different situation altogether 
So whether that was . . a nursing responsibility or a . . . personal desire it's 
probably both that led me to go beyond what seemed to be obvious 

"The obvious" was the patient's alcoholism. There was something about the 

intimacy of the mrrsing refationship that urged Lynn to look below the surface - to 

suspend her prejudgment and value the mother simply for her human-ness 

Later I asked Vicki if she had any similar experiences of prejudice. 

VICKI 
I could feel my own.. .prejudice when I met up with.. . Rastafarians. They've got 
the dreadlocks and they don't wash.. . and I don't know where the boundaries are. 
because once they start talking to you they see you as a [promiscuous] person. 
[M]y sense is to put the barrier up first and not really accept them for who they 
are.. . I realized that my caring.. .was cut off from them [out of ]a sense of [self] 
protection and.. .fear of not knowing them but having heard so many things. 

Vicki was fearful of this particular identifiable ethnic group because of what she 

had heard. Her prejudging influenced her nursing practice because she believed she 

needed to be less vulnerable and open than usual in order to protect herself tiom harm. 
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Being able to recognize when to put up personal borders for protection seems necessary 

in cross-cultural nursing. These barriers, however, extended into the practice of Lvm and 

Vicki and were seen to (potentially) impede their nursing care. Like Lq-nn, Vicki realized 

this, and made an effort to confront her prejudice when in an actual nursing situation: 

VICKI - (in Betize) 

"This guy shouldn't have been drinking" 
is the thought that jumps into my head 
when I see this man 
From one of the islands 
as he receives treatment 
for a cut he received in a fight. 

Vicki immediately realized that she was being biased, and "quickly breathed a 

prayer that God would remove my prejudice". For Vicki, prejudice is not so much an 

ethnic or racial issue as much as one of being offended by certain lifestyle choices 

(drinking, violence, promiscuity). When an identifiable group of people is associated with 

a panicular (offensive) lifestyle, it is easy to presume that any individual from that group 

chooses to live a similar lifestyle Lynn perceived the Dene mother as being a member ofa 

group associated with alcoholic or violent lifestyles. but suspended judgment until she - 
knew the mother better. When she learned that the mother had limited choices regarding 

leading an alcoholic lifestyle it was easier to overcome her own prejudicial barriers to care 

Carla recognizes that there are situations in cross-cultural nursing where one must 

be wary of others in order to protect one self I asked her about experiences with racism: 

CARLA 
Prejudice and racism is certainly alive and well, as is stereotyping. [Cross-cultural 
nurses have stereotypes, but they are ] prepared to confront them.. . I  h n k  it's 
wrong and stupid not to be fearfUl if fear is warranted.. . The things that would 
make me more fearful [than ethnocuitural differences] would be . . .violence. 
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For Lynn, Carla and Vicki, prejudice is thus associated with being fearfir1 or 

offended. If a certain identifiable group has a history of being violent toward the cultural 

or religious group that the nurse identifies witb, the cross-cultural nurse may take 

measures to protect hersell: inchding not being initially open (caring) in a nursing setting 

until she can evaluate for physical danger - that is, iffear is warranted. This type of 

prejudice is perceived as discerning and wise (protection first). 

Another type of prejudice involves an identifiable group of people being linked to 

certain lifestyle choices that the nurse finds offensive (e.g.: drinking, promiscuity). This 

type of prejudice can also act as a barrier to caring-as-connection or compassion The 

participants perceived this prejudice as being harmfir1 to the patient so they try to identie 

and confront prejudicial thoughts as they occur - to set them aside in order to h l ly  

evaluate the person before judging their individual character. Judgment is seen to be 

appropriate. pre -judging is not - 

Beine a Room-mate 

If "being a guest" is an integral aspect of cross-cultural nursing so is "being a 

room-mate". The participants in this study tend to join particular projects or sponsorin_g 

agencies independent of other nurses. That is. they do not generally so into another 

cultural community accompanied by nursing coIleagues. Vicki. Carla and Lynn have lived 

with family members in cross-cultural settings and Vicki has worked closely with her 

husband (a physician), but there seems to be much opportunity in their cross-cultural 

nursing practices to work with unfmdiar expatriates. As I reflect on this relationship 

between cross-cultural nurses, I recalI Living with the team of four American nurses during 
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an immunization project in Uganda. We shared accommodations, meals, transportation, 

and toilet facilities.. . . in short, we were roommates. WhIe cross-cultural nurses may not 

have to share physical accommodation with other expatriates, they may find themselves in 

unintended relation with each other. 

When participants spoke of other expatriates I got the impression that they were 

more wary of other health care professionals (even from their own country or cultural 

backsround) than they were of unfamiliar community members. Kristel Vorpahl, a 

Canadian nursing student in Belize. wrote comments that reflected some of the 

pmicipant's views of other expatriates: 

we had been In the village for abour ihirry mimites, a p u p  of'.4merrc~ti 
hcrors. rmrses, dentrsn m d  med sruderits came hikrng clown the htll. We did IIOC 

know rhar they were going lo be in the village.. . The grotip had come ro Brlilr for 
one week and had brought a very large suppll, of medications. The people I ~ I  rhr 
village were very erxcired ro see rhrm and ihey ail wanted medicine. rvrrr rf rhq 
wrren 't sick ... .[These medical volunteers/ did not seem ro he very cirlrc~rul!~ 
sensitive. As I rvalchrd [hem ralk quickly to the patients atidgve [hem i.+o:ompir.r 
mnsmictions for rakrnp a varrey c~rnecl~carra~rs, 1 was . rhat~Y~~l[io hr /gv~t~g  
care to the villagers ti~rder ihr gtrtdance of Belizearl nttrses. 

ELEOS Newsletter, Trinity Western University Nursing Student 
.Association. October 30, 1998, p. 3 

Knnel touches on a few themes alluded to by participants. including being wary of 

.*encans (i.e.. Canadian nurses not wishing to be identified as .hencan),  disliking 

volunteers/ groups who rush in and dispense medical treatment and then leave; annoyance 

at perceived culturaI insensitivity; and desire to work alongside indigenous health care 

professionals. The participants are cross-cultural nurses who value building trust and 

building relationships with Iocal community members. .41I but one has experienced living in 

unfimdiar communities for a minimum of three years and couId be considered "long-term" 
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nurses. Even Nancy, the exception, does short-term projects with such frequency that 

her practice is not typical of "short-termers" who do sporadic projects. That the 

panicipants perceive a difference between their own "loog-term" practice and other 

expatriate's "shon-tern" practice is exemplified by the following: 

C.W-A: 
Nurses and doctors at the hospital came and went. There were a couple of long- 
term positions and they were there because of their interests in the culture and 
their work and fiom a myriad of other reasons. Urn, but most of [the doctors and] 
hospital nurses were people who had a short adventure and then left. 

EDITH: 
[Slome of the doctors, nurses that go out [to a c a ]  with say, M.S. F. - Medicine 
Sans Frontiers, or go out with O d m . .  .go on the humanitarian level [with the 
question] "what can I do to improve the health standard or the health of people 
that I'm dealing with.. .?" [or thinking] "maybe I can make a difference in some of 
these areas where kids are dying and they don't have to die" [whereas] I'm here 
because t feel that the spiritual side of it is just as important as the physical side. 

These participants also commented on the effect on non-American expatriates 

when a host country is experiencing political tension with the United States: 

EDITH: 
[I]f the U.S. does something that [Amca] doesn't like and the people get a bit riled 
up and so they tell the .hencans to lie low - we11 we d sort of lie [ow then 
because they can't tel1 an American from a Canadian or an Australian or a British.. 

c.m.4 
I would not be comfortable certainly two vears ago in Karachi because people 
were tarseting expatriates.. with white skin and particularly those who were 
American and t don't look that different. 

Cross-cultural nurses do take notice of the behaviors of other expatriates and may 

stereotype health care workers associated with particular nationalities or sponsoring 

agencies as beins insensitive, aggressive or seltish. Other expatriates may stereotype these 

cross-cultural nurses. Either way, the reIationship between expatriates may be strained. 
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Other expatriates may also become sources of support for cross-cultural nurses. 

Masako described the encouragement given her by other Japanese expatriates in 

Bangladesh during her crisis at the nutrition center. Carla speaks of a significant 

fiendship with a white teacher when living in the Arctic. Vicki refers to the inspiration 

she felt by the work of a Hun_earian couple in Bolivia. h d ,  the enduring friendship 

between Nancy and myself was built on our "room mate" experience in Africa: 

SONYA & NANCY (in Kenval: 

We have been dropped off here 
without explanation. 

This local Inn, 
is in stark contrast to the luxury hotels 
catering to European safari-tourists. 

Our rooms are entirely brick and concrete 
'just large enough for a cot and table and toilet. 
They are adorned with one candle 
and a pair of rubber sandals. 

The need for sandals 
is expliined l%cr trying to flush the toilet. 
.+nd the htility of flushing is confirmed 
By the man entering without knocking, 
carrying a bucket of water. 

He chats with me 
and does not seem fazed by the fact 
that I am half naked. 

Nancy and I were both anxious about staying in this I n .  Being able to tell her my 

awkward experience immediately after it occurred provided some relief Being 

Room-mates with other expatriates may involve sharing intense cross-cultural experiences. 

be they embarrassing, fiightening, h y  or disnubing. 



EPILOGUE 

Part of the lived experience of the cross-cultural nurses in this study includes a 

choice to depart fiom their home. The original choice to work cross-culturally may be a 

response to a religious and/or humanitarian call and respectfid curiosity. The desire to 

continue cross-cultural work may be sustained by the reward inherent in thls work 

including ongoing personal and professional growth. Once the participants enter a new 

community, they become perpetual guests and boarders - never quite belonging The): 

might only gain superficial entrance into the community, or they may get beneath the 

surface to gain a better understanding of the emic reality of community members. Even 

with much experience, there is a sense that nurses will never filly comprehend another 

culture. The nurses consider the process fascinating, none-the-less. 

Some of the panicipants revealed their struggle with prejudice toward local 

community members. Some participants applied caution when encountering members of 

croups thought to be violent. Pre-judging was seen in potentially violent circumstances as * 

being prudent. In contrast, to pre-judge based on lifestyle behaviors associated with 

particular groups was seen as h a m h l  to patients. Stereotyping other expatriates occurred. 

but was not recognized as similarly harmful. Relationships with other expatriates may be 

uneasy at times, but may also be deeply rneaninsful and enduring. 



CHAPTER SEVEN: 

BEYOND BORDERS: LIVING WITH A FOURTH DIMENSION 

God does not shout, scream, or push. The Spirit of God is soft and gentle 
like a small voice or a light breeze. It is the spirit of love. 

Henri J.M. Nouwen, Here and Now: Living in the Spirit 



SONYA (in Guvana) 

We've been asked to sing a song. 
One of the 10 Canadian students behind me whispers 
-'I don't redly know any church songs" 
"lust mouth the words," I whisper back 
as we walk up the church aide. 

We start slowly, shyiy 
The church keyboardist stumbles to find the notes 
and I think "This sounds awfUI" 

But then the keyboardist catches the tune 
and the congregation stands 
as we sing to them 
and they sing back to us: - 

Shout lo fhr Lord all the earth let tis sing 
Power and majesty praise 10 the King 
.biotmtains bow down and rhe seas will roar 
-4 r [he sotrnd of your nume 

Darlene Zschech, HilIson~s Australia, 1993 (Integrity's Hosanna!k[usic) ASC.4P 

Some of the most profound and interesting data emerging fiom this studv has to 

do with what I caIl the 4' dimension: The spirituaI realm of human experience 

Participants described meanin-efll instances of deep human connection that were at once 

intuitive (expected) and startling (unexpected). These experiences involved rneaninghl - if 

fleeting - relationships wth members of the 'other' culture that were regarded by the nurse 

as precious, and presumed to be similarly vdued by the other person(s) (Sacred 

:Lfoments). Some participants described disturbing experiences of being with patients 

suffering intense spiritual pain (Encounrrrtg Spiritual Torment). FinaiIy, participants 

described their nursing response to the spiritual dimension particularly spiritual health 

promotion and protection (Spirituuliry and Religion as W q s  of Knowing in Ntirsina. 



SACRED MOMENTS 

Dear God, May [he walls which keep me separate - 
porn my brothers, my sisters. my self: and You - now meit. 

-Marianne Williamson, Illuminated Pravers 1997 p. 36 

N-ANCY - (in Uganda): 

They scatter as it flies toward them 
Thrown by a stranger. 
Can they be thinking it will hurt them? 
These children who have only known war? 
My heart drops as they duck behind huts, 
.*aid 
Of my Frisbee. 

Nancy's goal ~n bringing along Frisbees to Uganda was to connect with rhe children 

whom she would be immunizing as part ofa UNICEF project -to play with them. laugh ivith 

them and watch them enjoying themselves. Instead. the children ran away in fear. 

misinterpreting her toy-throwing as an injurious act. This was also a poignant lesson for 

Nancy that catalyzed a significant change in her cross-cultural nursing practice. starting with 

that same project in Uganda: 

N.kYCY: 
I really remember and still have a photo of it, of that in the jungle area of L;sanda 
where I brought out a tennis ball out of my backpack and had learned my lesson of 
showing it to a child. .he just stood there and looked at it and had no concept ofwhat 
it was, what to do with it. he just held it in his hand. He had never seen a ball 

As I read through the transcripts of Nancy's descriptions of events that happened in 

her nursing practice over the subsequent tweive years. I am struck by the tenderness of her 

manner with strangers, the unhurried nature of her practice. When she speaks of her 

experiences she often refers to her belief in the intrinsic worth of all humans and her desire to 

convey that belief to those she meets. In order to do so, she now takes a gentle approach: 



NANCY - (in Bolivia): 

'Just holding their baby tenderly 
in your arms 
shows them that you know 
how precious this little one is. 

Nancy's goal and reward in her cross-cultural practice is to connect with other 

humans in a deep and rneaningfbl way. She is drawn toward those whose life 

circumstances have left them materially or physically destitute. She volunteers as a project 

nurse in developing countries, looking for individuaIs whom she can touch physically, 

emotionally and spiritually. She hopes that her genuine concern and compassion will bring 

a sort of healing to those she encounters: 

NANCY 
There's more emphasis on [carins] in [developing] countries because if you don't 
heal them physically, at least they will have a lifetime to remember that you cared 
about them, and while there's nothing tangible about touching, I think the memory 
of knowing that somebody really cared is every bit as important. 

SONYA: 
You've used the word healing a couple of times now but I don't think you're 
talking about physical healing are you? 

Y.WCY 
kght. right. ' More on spiritual healing and mental healing. Exactly I almost 
think that in a cross-cultural experience more emphasis should be placed on that 

To connect with another human who is suffering is interpreted as a spiritual 

nursing intervention by Nancy. She speaks of deep connection with other humans as a type 

of spiritual bairn for troubled souls. 

Lynn aiso speaks of deep interpersonal connection. When Lynn reflected on her 

experience with the Dene mother who had just given up her newborn for adoption, she 

described the co~ec t ion  between herself and the mother as "meshing of feelings" and 
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"vibrations in the air" or "floating like an aura between us". I asked if she thought that 

this experience might be a spiritual connection: 

LYNN: 
I wouldn't have put maybe the word spiritual but 1 can understand that, that son of 
helps me put it into words as well - this connection, this flow of information that is 
going back and forth - you can't see it and it is not verbalized, but you can feel it. 

Lynn has come to value h s  type of connection in her practice: 

[Tlhe more rewarding experiences are the ones where there is a connection for 
sure, so urn, you want to be rewarded.. . we all act in ways that will benefit us in 
some way. Yeah, I think that I go in hoping for that connection. 

There is sornettung sacred about the moment where the nurse connects with her 

patient or members of the culturally different community. Lynn and Nancy refer to a state 

of readiness - looking for opportunities to connect. Nancy speaks of being able tc "see in 

someone's eyes" that they need an extra measure of compassion. or empathv or love 

L L W  
I don't think we would have achieved the level of connection that we did [if 1 
hadn't seen a caring attitude within the Dene mother, too], and I would have had 
to work much harder at, uh. being caring and loving. ShouId I say loving7 

Lynn and Nancv speak of lookin_p for a response from their patients to indicate that 

thev, too, desire to connect. Nancy speaks of an ability to "focus" on her patients. Lynn 

refers to gathering an impression about a patient, noting whether she "takes a dislike to [a 

patient] for some reason" One reason for dislike, she speculates. may be the patient's 

"not being open to let you in" Thus. connection has occurred in situations where she is 

open at the same time that the patient is open: 
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LYNN: 

You have to read people's reactions. [You] perceive this barrier.. . and so you have 
to be able to pick up on non verbal cues. ... I think tiat opening up yourself [as a 
nurse] amalIy gives you more power to have an effect. ['Not] as in controlling 
them, but power to help them because when they trust you and feel comfortab1e 
with you, [you] have much more influence.. .So in that sense, being open is not 
really being MlInerable - it is being effective. 

Viclu, too, speaks of looking for a response fiom Bolivian patients as a way to 

judge how receptive they might be to her closeness or connection: 

\qcIU: 
They watch your face because thy don't have the languase and so they. they can 
read your face so wel. They can read your body language.. . [including] where you 
stand next to them.. .[I would stand as] close as I could as an outsider. 

SONYA: 
You're using your hands to show me. You're pushing one hand up against the next 
as if you were feeling for that sense of boundary around the person. 

VICKI: 
That's right. 

Vicki desires to be as close to her patients as would be considered appropriate in 

that culture. For Vicki, Lynn and Nancy, connection with patients is a goal. but intimacv is 

not imposed. These nurses describe a personal readiness for openness and connection. but 

also a sense-ability to determine the readiness of patients to participate in that connection. 

Vicki and Lynn refer to barriers to connection that originate from patients 

Barriers to connection may also originate fiom the environment or the nurse 

herself. When I visited a pediatric ward in Guyana, I felt no desire to connect with the 

patients there: 



SONYA - (in Guvana): 

I am repuked 
and the thought of touching anything 
makes me cringe. 
t cannot distinguish 
the children fiom the filth 
like so many broken toys 
tossed onto a garbage heap. 

My guide tours me quickly around 
the decaying hospital rooms 
with dozens of sick or injured children 
crowded into two large open wards. 

Five or six abandoned children 
Lay in a separate room. 
Their vacant eyes staring. 

One boy lying in the comer 
appears to be about five years old. 
He is naked except for a diaper. 
One gray sheet is tangled around his arms.. . 

Back at our living quarters 
I begin to cry in the shower 
I cannot stop sobbing 
for hours 
Surprised. yet relieved 
that I can feel something 

Guilt. pain. 
because I couldn't bring myself 
to touch that boy. 

How does one learn to separate out the people fiom the setting - the children from 

the filth, perhaps - particularly when doing short-term medical projects9 The settins like 

the one in Guyana, can seem so suneai that the people themselves aiso may not seem real. 

-4s a Canadian nurse, I have been exposed to images fiom developing countries. Scenes 

of war. of famine, of illness and of natural disasters stare back at me routinely fiom 
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newspapers, magazines, and television. When a cross-cultural nurse is first exposed to 

a scene of suffering in a new setting, it may be overwhelming to absorb all that the scene 

is: Being on a medically oriented project in a poor community may mean being exposed 

to untreated diseases progressed to stages never seen at home, including gross limb and 

facial deformities, gaping and draining wounds, unhealed Fractures or extreme 

malnutrition. It may mean dealing with dirty bodies, clothing, and supplies. It may mean 

smelting a myriad of repugnant odors intensified by humidity and heat. It may involve 

hearing a cacophony of incomprehensible language. The setting becomes foreground - in 

focus; the patient in his 111 human-ness becomes background.. . 'blurry. 

In contrast, when the setting is familiar, it becomes a background to the daily 

human drama of illness and suffering. Canadian nurses may be used to human suffering - 

but the suffering we are exposed to in Canada is generally contained in clean hospital 

rooms. in predictable (and controllable) environments. Beds. sinks, intercom systems, and 

intravenous pumps that are in working order become taken-for-granted instruments that 

support the acts of nursing. One can trust that adequately prepared resource personnel 

wiIl be available when summoned to clean operating suites, transport patients or perform 

Advanced Cardiac Life Suppott. Warm meal trays arrive in the hallways at set times. 

Each patient has an assigned physician responsible for his medical care. Lighting is 

available at the flick of a switch. Toilets flush. Ventilation or deodorants cover odors 

And there is a clear time limit to the nurse's working day. The nurse may focus on the 

person she is caring for. 

In an unfamiliar setting, the nurse may become focused on and distracted by the 
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environment. In cross-culturai nursing in developing countries, the setting may distract 

the nurse from seeing and caring for the people she came to serve. This may change as 

the nurse becomes more familiar with the living and working conditions. 

In Nancy's practice over time, patients themselves come into clearer focus while 

the settings blur. Similarly, the inner nature of the patients comes into clearer focus while 

the physical manifestations of their illnesses blur. The patient becomes recognizable as a 

person - distinct from their environment, more than their physical body. 

When I was in Guyana with Vicki, I did not expect to be overwhelmed by the 

deplorable physical conditions of the pediatric ward since I have been in similar hospitals 

in other countries before. What was new for me was that I re-cognrzrd human-ness in the 

sea of children's faces on this ward. When I worked last in a developing country I did nor 

have my own chddren. Perhaps the children in those hospitals did not seem quite real - 

being in a hospital ward was like experiencing a three dimensional version of the two 

dimensional media images. This time. however. I re-cogrztzed my son in the body of that 

abandoned boy Iyins on the soiled mattress. His human-ness - his spirit - added a fbunh 

dimension to the setting. 1 had to return to the ward - to force myself to see the children 

as more than their setting, and to respond to them as human souls: 

S O W A  - (in Guyana) 

I enter the ward timidly 
gaining courage 
when I see some familiar faces- 
The Guyanese nursing students 

I assist one student as she weighs a child 
-a seven-year-old girl with severe burns 
who screams as we Lift her onto a scale. 



Once she's resettled in bed 
I ask her name. 
"Teressa" 
"Oh, that's like my daughter", 
I tell her, 
"She's seven also 
and her name is Janessa". 

Teressa smiles, 
"Is she fair-skinned like you?" 

This is the beginning 
of an hour of conversation 
as she chats about gidfiends, 
schoolyard games and favorite songs. 

And I read her a story 
while other kids scramble onto her bed 
to listen. 

ENCOUNTERING SPIRITUAL TORMENT 

1 believe that part of what makes us ~miqueb human is not only oirr nbr11r)l ro see 
and respond ro the needs of others, bur also our inner need lo do so. 

Gary Morsch & Dean Nelson Heart and Soul 1997. p 99 

VICKI - (in Bolivia): 

From our home above the clinic 
We could hear her crying out, 
Calling out, panic-stricken. 

My husband could find 
no medical explanation 
for her choking 
But kept her overnight anyways. 

By morning she had left the clinic with fiiends. 
Two days later we find out she has died. 

The people say a curse had been put on her. 
And that she was frightened to death. 



Vicki recalled this incident as we sat together on the terrace of our host's home in 

Georgetown, Guyana. -4lthough it has been more than 2 decades since the experience. 

Vicki began to weep as she re-Iived it: 

VICKI: 
She literally had no physical symptoms but we didn't know enough about cross- 
cultural caring at that point to be able to discern what was wrong with her [voice 
falters, cries], and as Christians we weren't even sensitive enough to pray for her 
and pray for her healing or pray for her protection and she Left. 

Neither her Canadian nursing education nor her missionary orientation had 

exposed Vicki to spiritual causes of physical illness. Vicki still does not compietely 

understand the cause of death of this woman, and presumes she died because of the curse 

itself (spiritual cause) or because she believed so strongly in the existence of a curse 

(psychological cause). A few years later in Zaire, Vicki and her husband cared for a 

patient who had a bowel disease requiring surgery. He rehsed treatment despite hrs 

deteriorating condition. The Zairian chaplain recognized his problem as a spiritual one: 

\lCKI - (in Zaire) 

. a e r  10 days back in his villase 
The patient has returned, 
.?it peace, and ready now for surgery 

The chaplain had recommended that this patient go home 
to find out who caused his bowel problem - 
'who may have placed a curse on him. 

Vicki learned to recognize spiritual torment, to realize It exists in ways that she 

cannot l l Iy  comprehend, and to accept the judgment and intervention of local community 

members when they identifir spiritud causes of physical symptoms. She says, 



VICKI: 
m t  was such a powerfid lesson of being able to Listen without him necessarily 
saying anything to us, but listening, I guess, to Our own spirit, our own sensitivities 
that something was not right. He was refusing his surgery for some reason. 

Vicki learned that the scientific/ medical model could not explain 

encountered - that some suffering is of a spiritual nature and does not respond to Western 

medicine. Carla similarly encountered a patient experiencing spiritual distress: 

C.ARLA - (in Northern Canada) 

The docs in Emergency keep panicking 
and phoning me for help with psychiatric patients: 
If they can't give it an antibiotic 
or put a cast on it 
they are totally out of their league. 

Even though I am on leave fiom my job 
I traipse over to the hospital 
talung my baby with me. 

Well. tonight they are ready to charter a plane 
to send this lady to the southern tertiary hospital 
because they are tenified 
of her strange, inexplicable behavior 

I look carefully. 
. b d  I remember something 
That convinces me she is not psychotic: 

Her srandmother is a Shaman 
Who is dying 
.bd  this patient 
Is struggling through the process 
Of receiving her grandmother's powers. 

Here Carla was able to distinguish a mental manifestation of a spiritual process 

from mental iilness itself. The Western medical model could not account for this woman's 

behavior, but the physicians were not looking beyond the "bizarre" symptoms and were 
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anxious to abandon the problem by abandoning the woman. Carla considered the Iong- 

term implications of sending the woman out of her home community for treatment and 

was not eager to resort to this solution: 

CARLA: 
Tlhis wouId have been another case of a little old Eskimo lady who was going to 
spend a lot of time in a hospital down south and end up being excluded from her 
own community, never able to return. 

Like Vicki, Carla recognized and took seriously the possibility of alternative 

explanations of symptoms, even if being a culturaI outsider to the community meant that 

she could not fully comprehend the meaning of the spiritual anguish or torment underlving 

the symptoms. Edith. too, has encountered people who are experiencing spiritual torment. 

Unlike Vicki and Carla Edith's strusgie is with cultural or spiritual solutions to physical 

problems that might be more easily and effectively treated by Western medicine: 

EDITH - (in .U%ca) 

The family has decided to take this gal out of the hospital 
despite our concerns that she might die 
or not be able to walk again 
Because of her broken femur. 

This is tiustrating and makes my heart just weep 
because we know thev wiIl probably take her to a witch doctor 

Traditiond medicine in this country includes 
Treating tapeworm with boiled tree bIossoms 
that, in overdose, damage the optic nerve 
and cause the child to 30 blind. 

Traditional healers also cut out the uvula 
Or dig out the eyeteeth to treat diarrhea 

In one tribe 
If a child's top teeth come in before the bottom 
they wdl leave the chdd out for the hyenas. 



%le Vicki and Carla described situations where Western medicine inhibited 

health and healing, Edith describes situations where traditional medicine inhibits health 

and healing. How do cross-cultural nurses attend to the unfamiliar subject of spiritual 

health? What is their response to human suffering of a spiritual nature? 

Vicki, Carla and Edith described two possibilities. Vicki and Carla acted as 

advocates in the narratives about the man requiring bowel surgery and the Shaman's 

granddaughter: They supported or set into motion local cultural resources such as 

traditional healers and spiritual leaders. Vicki acted as an observer in the situation of the 

woman frightened to death: She monitored without intervening. These two responses do 

not require the nurse to act as a change-agent. but rather to support or allow the existing 

cultural resources to take action. The assumption underlying advoca~uzg is that the action 

taken by the local healers or community members is congruent - or. at least not tembiy 

incon-ment - with the values of the nurse. The assumption underlyinz ohsm*~rrg is that 

the nurse has nothing to contribute to the situation at that moment. 

What about situations such as those described by Edith where the local cultural 

response to human suffering is extreme& incongruent with the cross-cultural nurses' 

values - such as when local families leave a child out for the hyenas to kill because of a 

IocaI belief that the top teeth coming in before the bottom ones is a sign that future harm 

(a sort of spiritual torment) will come to the f d y  if the child lives? Edith describes the 

response of one nurse in her mission organization to a situation in an .*can village where 

twins were being lefi out to die because of local fear that twins were an evil omen. The 

belief was that, ifthe children Iived, the f5miIies would experience spiritual torment: 



EDlTH - (in Africa) 

She couldn't stand the thought 
that these twins were being killed 
in response to a tribal belief 
that if one twin lived, 
it would bring a curse on the family 

So she would rescue them 
From under bushes. 

I struggle with the question of how and when to intervene as a cross-cultural 

nurse, a cultural outsider. Considering the historical cultural imposition committed by 

Westerners on particular indigenous cultures, and considering the expressed desire of the 

participants to respect the local customs when working cross-culturally, I wondered how 

thev made their decisions about when to observe, when to advocate and when to act as a 

change-agent, particularly in situations regarding spiritual health where there seems to be 

much room for controversy 

Acting as a change agent presumes that the nurse perceives a situation as one 

requiring change: She has judged the situation as "not good enough This judgment 

suggests intolerance, and intervention teeters on the edge of cuItural imposition. The 

nurse described by Edith judged the situation of leaving twins out to be killed by animals 

as intolerable. She imposed her own beliefs on the family, perhaps causinz some spiritual 

distress as they anticipated having to deal with evil spirits. As a change agrnr she 

introduced dtemative ways to address the problem. When the rescued children survived 

and nothing bad happened to the families, the uibe began to change their customs. 

I asked Edith, a Christian missionary, about cultural imposition historically 

committed by Christian missionaries: 



EDITH: 
[Slometimes it's hard for us coming from a Western viewpoint to separate out 
what is our culture (&om what may be universal truths]. . .and we tend to put our 
culture on [othersland say that's not right because it's just not the way we do it. 
... And that's maybe why these anthropologists and others are saying "well, you're 
trying to change the culture" and . . . .we probably have been at fault in the past. 

Edith is aware that missionary -duence in Africa has, at times, been harmhl. She 

tries to differentiate beween behaviors requiring change, and behaviors that are simply 

unfamiliar. Dflerent situations require diierent responses based on whether the health 

behaviors by community members are considered to be neutral (calls for observarlor~). 

beneficial (calls for advocacy) or harmful (calls for change-agency). For example, she 

perceives feeding butter to a child as neutral; breastfedig a child as beneficial; and 

scraping children's ~nfened eyes with i r k  bark as hamfi~l. Edith believes that her oursing 

should focus on changng the h W l  behaviors. CarIa agrees: 

C . W A  
1 remember one faculty member [in southeast .Asia]. . . talking about her daughter 
after she had her baby and they had to get her this great thing to bind her abdomen. 
So, your first thing is "What? These are educated people!" This new mother was 
a medicd student. So you learn to bite your tongue over the "What''" and not say 
it. . l think there is always a balancing act of "does it hurt them or annoy me?" 
[f the matter is just annoying me, I don't have the right to be annoyed. 

Prevention of behavior that causes physicaI harm is cIearly within the boundaries of 

nursing practice. Carla refers to this as "the whole health promotion argument" indicating 

that. for her, the nursing profession has provided a h e w o r k  that she may use to guide 

her practice regarding cultural situations that are potentialIy harrml. What about 

prevention of behavior that causes spiritual ham? In the imprecise field of spirituaf health, 

participants have turned to non-nursing hmeworks to guide their practices. 



SPIRITUALITY and RELIGION as Ways of Knowing in Nursing 

It's a spiritual battle, not jusi a situution where a bunch ofpeople are srarvit~g 

Dorothy Scheffel Journal of Christian Nursing, - 1993, p. 1 3 

EDITH (in Africa) 

This particular tribe 
used to take trophies 
From the bodies 
to prove they had killed a rnaIe. 

The other tribes were very much afiaid of them. 
But that is slowly changing. 

The Government actually said 
they have noticed a decrease 
in homicides, assaults, stab wounds and gunshot wounds 
where our mission organization works. 

Edith perceives her  prima^ purpose for being in Africa for the past three decades 

as a religious one: She is a rrussionary with an evangelical imperative workins as a nurslny 

administrator. For Edith, addressing spiritual health is as important as addressing physical 

health. Supporting religious conversion to Christianity ("people coming to the Lord 

"advancing the gospel") is seen as one way to promote spiritual health. 

EDITH. 
[Some patients come to us and say], 'We didn't come [for pills]. . .we came to 
have our demons taken out". ..it was an area where there's a lot of demon worship 
and Satan worship and they wanted that spirituaI release.. . . 

What I'm doing helps [the other nurses] to accomplish what they're doing, then 
the church of Christ is expanding and the gospel keeps moving.. . [Slometimes we 
have to look at [it as] a spirimal battIe ... I mean, Satan knows that too, and he'll 
throw in all the.. . monkey wrenches and [q] to sIow us down and discourage us. 

It is clear that Edith's Christian paradigm guides her nursing practice, particularly 

as it relates to spiritual matters and ethicaI diIemmas. When faced with moral decisions - 
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for example, how to respond to a cultural practice of W n g  nvins - Edith uses the 

teachings of the bibie as her ultimate staudard: 

EDITH: 
On this whote idea of the twins, to me I would err on the biblical side because of 
biblical teachings regarding] the sanctity of life, aud God created those little 
babies and who are we to end a life? 

Nancy and Masako also described situations where they used a Christian 

framework (biblical standards) as a Way of Gowing. In Bolivia, Nancy considered the 

life of a severely dehydrated child to be of the utmost importance. She was willing to do 

what it took to make sure the child received medical help, because, even if her "job 

description" did not obligate her to do so, the bible's teachings on the sanctity of life, do 

htasako's choice to forgive her director in Bangladesh was in response to the biblical 

imperative to "forgive your enemies" The bibie gave direction to their nursing practices 

Participants aiso described situations where their spiritudity (which ma); or may 

not be informed by a reli_pious framework) guided their practices. Nancy stated "I just 

think that in certain cases God intervenes and makes it very dear that you just don't wdk 

out" Vicki spoke of being -'nud_eed by the Holy Spirit": 

I listen to the nurse administrators 
as they pIan how to gather idionnation 
to develop nursing job descriptions. 

I suggest that they consider holding nursing forums 
or round table discussions 
and invite the nurses themselves to participate. 

The administrators seem pleased, 
and 1 am privately surprised at my insight 
which I attribute to God. 



Vicki gives credit to God for intervening in situations that are beyond her limited 

understanding or ability - 'where she does not have the nusing background or experience 

to draw upon in her decision-making. This "prompting" takes the form of an idea that 

comes to mind at a remarkably appropriate time. Vicki has [earned to "listen" for the Holy 

Spirit's "whispers", and when she recognizes a thought as being from God, she trusts it 

intuitively. Being willing to "listen" to God is a significant aspect of Vicki's practice: 

VICKI: 
[llt's easy to @ve people an answer to a question in a difficult situation and it takes 
more energy, more effort to be, I find, to be a listener and to be a good listener 

SONYA: 
What's just jumped to my mind when you said that is - you're listening in two 
ways, then, are you not? You're listening to God in being sensitive to the leading 
of the Holy Spirit - Listening son of venically and at the same time listenins 
horizontally. Would that be accurate? 

VICKI: 
Yeah, yeah. It's not like I live my whole day necessariiy consciously listening 
vertically. I think that's part of who I am. But sometimes. lots of times I'm just so 
busy that I'm just - I tind that when I'm listening the most intently horizontally 
then I'm also listening the most intently vertically. Those go hand in hand. 

Vicki perceives "nudgings" by the Holy Spirit as si-enificant and worth heeding 

However. the insight she receives does not replace her nursing knowledse in nursing 

situations. Rather, it is supplemented by Spirituality as a Way of Knowing: 

\lCKI: 
@.listening to the Holy Spirit in tenns of knowledge or insight.. .doesn't negate a 
[nursing] knowledge base [or] allow me to siack off and.. . wait for the inspiration 
of God to speak to me.. . [A]s I read nursing textbooks or read in other areas and 
gain insight and information through a scientific, academic kind of knowledge 
base, in those kinds of situations I can be prompted by God's Spirit as I take that 
knowledge and use it in practice. 

For participants in this study, religion and spirituafity as Ways of Knowing supplement 
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their nursing knowledge, and provide guidance when they are faced with moral 

dilemmas and when seeking ways to promote spiritual health and prevent spiritual harm 

EPILOGUE 

Some of the participants described experiences of sharing Sacred moments with 

patients or community members. These involved caring as a deep, possibly spiritual 

connections and were identified as profound and significant occasions. Some of the 

participants described encounters with patients who were experiencing or fearing spiritual 

torment. These nurses responded by simply observing, advocating for use of local 

resources, or acting as change-agents to introduce alternative solutions to spiritual 

problems. In these and other instances, participants used religious and spiritual paradigms 

to supplement their nursing knowledge. Caring as a phenomenon in cross-cultural nursing 

might involve deep connection with others. or being a spiritual change-agent. 



CH.IPTER EIGHT 

JSK'RED BORDERS LIiTXG .L!IONG HLXI-kY BROEShXSS 

The worst sin toward our kllotv creatures is not to ha~e  them 
Bur ro be indiiferenr to them 
Tllar's the essence of inhumaniry 

Gsurge Bernard Shan I 1856 - 1950) Oxford Dictionan ~iOuotations 



MASAKO - (in Bandadesh) 

The doctors had given up. 
They didn't have resources to treat this dying infant. 
The nurses came and went 
just saying "oh, she is dying" 

Most patients are lower caste 
and it is considered impurity 
for nurses to touch their patients. 

I spoke with that mother 
and heid her briefly. 
But that was considered too outstanding in this setting. 

My heart has since become numb. 
I am not too emotional or sensitive anymore. 
Other foreigners might see my practice now 
and consider me cruel. 

What is it like to be among human brokenness and suffering? Nursing exists In 

reiation to suffering - that is, to prevent, alleviate, and help find meaning in human 

suffering Extreme suffering exists in all parts of the world, but is particularly poignant in 

areas characterized by excessive poverty, natural disasters and war Cross-cultural nurses 

can be found in areas of extreme need, among woundedness. In this study. participants 

described personal suffering (Personal Pain) associated with living among human 

brokenness as well as personal pleasure or meaning-finding (Sl~rprrseci h~ Jqv) 

PERSONAL PAIN 

The only good thing left to me 
Is knowledge (hat I. roo. have wept 

*iVtied De Musset ( I  8 10 - 1857) W o r d  Dictionarv of Ouotations 

Some of the descriptions of cross-cultural nursing experience collected for this 

study were paidid for me to read (or hear). I, too, have lived in close proximity with 



human suffering and there have been tirnes when 1 have felt too raw t7om my o m  

experiences to be willing to really hear the descriptions by other cross-cultural nurses. 

Nancy sent me a book entitled "We wish to inform you that tomorrow we wiil be killed 

with our families" - an account of the genocide in Rwanda by journalist Philip Gourevitch 

(L998). It took me months to build up the courage to read it. In his book, Gouretitch 

describes an encounter with a cross-cultural nurse (p. 194, 195): 

It wm on rnyfifrh &y in Rwrmda, 1 as asvm getting a ride sou f h j o m  Kignli. rhnt I 
came upon the car wreck in which rhe yuurtg m m  was killed. There were srvend 
injured survivors, md the people I was  riding with took them to the hospitai in 
Burare. Some Nomepan Red Cross Nurses came out to char. The mirses were 
tendir~g lo a spc~a l  emergency wing that had been set for Kibeho [genoc~.IJr/ 
cmal t~es . .  . Only the worst cases remained. "Want to see? " wte uf rhe trttrsrs 
asked, and led !he h v q .  Twenty or thirty cots were crowded brnrarh weak rtrott 

lighr, in a stench of rott/r~gflesh and medrctne. "the ones who 'rr It!$, " rhe nurse 
said, "are all muche~e cues" i saw t h  - multipfe umpuazio~ts, spIir faces 
swollen around sti:ches. "We had some with the brain coming out, " the 
Norwegzon said quite chrrri!~. "Sncmge, no? Thc! RPA [army] don 'r rw 
machetes. They did this to their own". /felt wooq* ardmovrd out tu the hall. 
where /lay down flat on the coo[ concrere floor beside! an upell vrnduw ..[The 
nurse sat4 "talk to people. They're scared. L4ey say, what aboul the Zarrr? 
camps, Burundi, Tatccrrira:) What about revenge P Mar about ju~.trcr'' OK. 
When people are scared like that (hey i e  also hopefir!. fiey're sqing they haw 
son~ethzng to lose- some hope" I said, "I can see you 'd be a good ~ntrse ". 

If listening to accounts of human suffering is painful, writing about them is no less 

so. I find myself skimming over Philip's description - there are words I cannot bring 

myself to read again. SimiIariy, some of the authors of first-person accounts described 

particularly heartrending situations and their own response to these: 

Kathleen Dier (Canadian .4rctic): 

n?e next morning Lucy arrived at the nursing srution, having walked the rhree 
miles with [he new baby in her parka, and mminced that it war to be named 
Kathleen Gwen Ekagena Of course Gwen and I were delighted with our new 
godchild Two &ys hter the baby '3 father uppeared ai the door looking 
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uncomfortable. He reported that the baby had 'Stopped brearhing ". We 
rushed to see Lrrcy who resignedly informed us 'yes. the baby was dead nrtd 
already buried': [Later] Corporal Jones shook his head: [The fatherlhad too 
many girls; it was a cme of infanticide " 

Canadian Nurse.1984, 80 (I), p. 22 

Carey Fayne McCarthy (Nursing student in El Salvador): 

For me, there was a definite separation between what I could get used ro and 
what I felt I would never get used to - the abject destitution of rhe people and [he 
suffering they endured daily. It was ahvays difficult to see a beautiful child wrth 
the blank stare and listlessness of malmtrition or a young adult hobbling on 
makeshifr crutches without money to have a broken leg cast. 

Nursing & Health Care Persuectives, 1999,20 (6)- p. 3 I 

Daria C. Ruff010 (in Papua New Guinea): 

One day, a tribal man weuring a loincloth mived carrying his daughter across 
his shoulders. He had hiked for eight hours to get her help @er a falling branch 
had crushed her. It was apparent to the mirse in charge imd to me thar she had 
wtra-abdomrnal bleeding. There was no radio contact or phone marlable for 
jirrhrr intervention. and she quickly slipped away. 

Journal of Christian Nursing, 1993. 10 (4), p 19 

Re: Mary Lightfine (Macedonian refU_eee camp): 

At times she feels the sense of detachment developed by years in emrrgelzcj rooms 
slipping, and once she loses her compomre. It hupperw. when Dtrrc-h prriirrtrrcrrm~ 
Tehi Haumann helps a 52-year-old farmer lower his pants. The matt :v btrtlocks 
are a hideously discolored mass of yellozv and purple bmses, the rcr~7rl1. he says, 
of being beaten wth an rron bar by a group of Serbian men. Itfen he knerc.. Some 
hrs neighbors. He: thorrght he ~vus going ro die. L~ghrfinr 's face conrorrx, 
then she breaks down sobbing. "It 's shocking, I know", Hattmnnn s q s .  
comforting her, "hut, Mary, these things are happening"'. 

Tala Skari, Nurse without borders, Life. June, 1999, p. 78 

In Mary Lightfine's words: 

If I move f m  and don't ihrnk abottr [the profmnd strfering], I'll be able lo 
perform my work. 

Tala Skari, Nurse without borders, Life, June, 1999, p. 73 
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Reflecting on human suffering evokes intense emotion. G u n g  id ly  at suffering 

is painful in-the-moment. It is also painful on remembrance. To suffer is a universal 

phenomenon, perhaps manifested in different ways among different places and times 

When we encounter suffering, we re-cognize it, that is, we know again what it is to hurt 

and to be tormented. In his classic novel "Cancer Ward", Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 

describes human suffering in his study of how Soviet people confront terminal illness: 

Movitig his body very cmefirlly, [Pawel Nikoiayevich] turned over. fie tumor 
war squatting on his neck, pressing against him like an iron fist. He clamored otir 

of rhe bed with 11s sagpng mattress, put on hispyjamas, slippers a11d specru~~les 
mld set olff. s h g i n g  quierlv across the room ... Ar the top of [he sruircasr a hefn, 
long-armed, long-legged Greek, newly arrived, was writhing aridgromrrlg 1n 
agony on his bed He cuulrfn 't lie down. He was sitting up as if the bed w a s  loo 
small for him. He followed Pavel Nikolqevich with his sleepless, horror-srrickcn 
eyes. On the midile landing a small, yellow-looking man, his hair still neatly 
brushed. was half sitting rrt his bed, propped up by two expa pi flows and 
hrrarhrnp oxyge?? out of what looked like a waterproof r.anvas contalner. 

-TransIated by Nicolas Bethell and David Burg, Penguin. 1969. p 2 15 

We recognize Pave1 Nickolayevich's torment - even ifwe have not experienced a 

rumor "squatting" against our own neck, we comprehend and believe his subjective pain 

His angish is compounded by his repeated confrontation with the raw agony ofothers 

To read Solshenitsyn's words evokes compassion or revulsion - sclms~hing, a response 

To hlly enter into another's pain means to feel pain oneself To be in close 

proximity with suffering - what could be more difficult? Dominique LaPierre recognizes 

that it takes courage to share suffering -to choose to stay beside it. His novel "City of 

Joy" describes the milustries of those who have left affluent and middle-class lives to Iive 

among terrible poverty in a Calcutta slum. His character Stephan Kovaiski is a priest 

living next to a I0 year old Muslim boy named Sabia who is dying of osteotuberculosis: 
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Every night at about eleven o 'clock, it started up again. First came the rears. 
Gradually they increased in intensity. The rhythm became more accelerated utld 
developed into a series of rattles which cacaded through the dividing wall ... 
"Why this agony of an innocent in a place already scarred by so much 
Mering? " protested an indignant Kovufski. During the first ferv evenir~gs rhr 
priest had succumbed to cowardice. He had stopped up his ears with cotron so 
that he would not he ar... .It took several nights before Stephan Kovafshki co~dd 
accept the experience of listening to Sabia S cries and several more for his to 
listen to them not only with his ears but also with his heart. He was lorn bmverrr - 
his religous faith and his very human feelings of revolt. 

City of Joy. Warner Books 1985, pp 106. I07 

LaPierre speaks of listening "with his heart" as something distinct from merely 

listening. To listen this deeply is a willftl act. When a nurse attends to a patient during 

his "work of suffering, she is in close proximity to his woundedness. Is cIoseness a rvilfhl 

act' A choice? 1s moving closer to pain an involuntary reflex? 

Vicki wept at the remembrance of certain cross-cultural experiences. Other 

participants described particular situations as "grabbing at your heart" and "wrenching" 

(Lynn) and "makes your heart just weep" (Edith). The phenomenon of weeplrrg is also 

part of the lived experience of cross-cultural nursing practice. Crying in some situations is 

an expression of personal pain felt or remembered. To cry in the midst of human suffering 

may be an expression of Kara caring, that is, to lament with, to grieve with, to feel 

another's pain as Mary Lightfine did in the Macedonian refbgee camp The feeling of 

detachment Mary feels in the emergency room at home "slips" and she "loses her 

composure". Somehow the barrier. or personal border usually separating Mary from her 

practice, is lowered - or expanded - to encompass the pain around her in Macedonia 

There is something profound and memorable about being with another human during their 

suffering. To weep may be an expression of that profundity. 
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During our second interview, I asked Viclu about the phenomenon of weeping 

in cross-cultural practice. As she contemplated this, Vicki explained that to weep is her 

response to feeling deeply about situations, and is not limited to cross-cultural nursing 

practice - although perhaps there are more opportunities to be deeply aEected while 

working in a devastated country. Vicki recalled feeling helpless after witnessing post- 

cyclone desolation in India in 1977. At that time, frustration, compassion, revulsion and a 

deep sense of injustice drew tears: 

VICKI: 
My system was in shock because of the devastation.. . I remember that 
night.. . crylng quite a lot because it.. . was just so overwhelming. 

To cry is to release, to let go, to impress deeply, and to feel the hll  weight of an 

experience. For Vicki, feeling helpless can draw fonh tears. So can feeling satlstied. 

VICKI 
[The Canadian nursing students in Guyana] were standing there . . at the bedside 
rubbing [the laboring mothers'] lower backs, talking with them, obviously comfortins 
them, bonding with them. That moved me to tears to think that.. .the students were 
absolutely able [to]. . .practice that kind of caring [which is] not just doing the task of 
taking the blood pressure or checking the fetal heart.. . but [also] standin: alongside. 
being there for the patient. rubbing the patient's back. 

Tears may be associated with a sense of wonder and joy It seems a human paradox 

that even the most difficult and painful times can be the most meaninghl ones. [n the midst of 

intense pain can also be intense joy My first request of the six participants was to .-tell me a 

story about your cross-cultural experiences that stands out for you" Each participant chose a 

story that involved personal pain and struggle and, at the same time, deep personal meaning 

and growth. These were, it seems, sigmficant, formative events in the lives of the 

participants. This significance is also mirrored in the words of Meredith Kerger, a student 
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reflecting on her experiences in an Albanian refirgee camp: 

I can feel rhe still-strong arms of a ~00thIess Kosovar giysha (grandnorher) rn she 
kisses me ... Although the language barrier between the woman and me bitas 
formiciable, sitting and crying with her seemed to mean more than the mdcanoit fur 
depression she was waiting to receive. 

Journal of Christian Nursing 2000, 17 (3), pp 24, 27 

Witnessing and attending another's suffering was profoundly meanin-&I for the 

nurses: While the nurse ministers to the patient, she h d s  herself ministered to. It is not 

surprising that pain is present in the midst of suffering, but what about joy? 

SURPRlSED BY JOY 

I make myself laugh at everything for fear of having to weep. 

-Pierre-Augustin de Beaumarchais (1732 - 1799) Oxford Dictionarv of Quotations 

What is joy, then? A sense of deep contentment? Of personal satisfaction? Of a 

life well-spent? The word "joy" conjures up images of delight. This particular 

understanding of joy is incongruent with the lived experience of cross-cultural nurses in 

their painful encounters with suffering. However, laughter and humor is not absent: 

VICKI (in Bolivia) 

We are participating in a hunta in the highlands, 
a kind of gathering of fishing people and the various churches, 
and my husband is eager to use his newIy acquired Spanish. 

Since the society is very warm and demonstrative, 
He grabs a rather rotund woman 
. h d  as he hug  her with both m s  he says, 
"I want an embrace" 
("Lacedro embrasso"). 

The women break out hooting and laughing: 
"Embrasso" is a word for pregnancy. 
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Vicki laughed as she recalled this incident. To spontaneously laugh can be to 

express delight. In Vicki's story, uncontrived laughter triggered a deeper connection with 

the people in the community as the delight was shared: 

VICKI: 
Of course, everybody in the group, d l  the women just hooted, laughed and 
laughed and, of course, we had no idea what had happened.. .We were very 
popular eariy on [laughter].. .They are excited that you are willing to tty their 
language to use the words that you know even if you make mistakes. 

While Vicki describes a situation that triggered laughter in-the-moment, Carla 

describes an experience that struck her as funny afterward, that is, in-the-rememberins. 

CARLA (in the Canadian Arctic) 

The seven or ei&t month old twins 
are being fed with "Cream" 
and are very overweight. 

I tell the mom that cream is an inappropriate food for babies. 
She seems to acquiesce, and leaves. 

Then I find out that "Cream" is Carnation milk, 
and it is a11 the local store sells! 

The humor intrinsic to Carla's story is self-deprecating, as if to say "can you 

believe I did that?" Self-deprecatins humor was perceptible in many of the participant's 

stories. particularly when relating a discovery of a d tu ra l  difference between themselves 

and their patients: 

LYNN (in Scotland for midwifery training): 

I helped [a patient] with her bath and she wanted her "tranny", [and] 1 had no idea 
what a tranny was at all! And I picked up the wash doth, which they call a flannel, 
not a wash cloth, a lot of people call it the face cloth, and I picked up about four 
or five things. It was getting really fivstrating 'cause I wanted to.. .pass her what 
she wanted, and [ was feeling really stupid.. . [S]he wanted her [transistor] radio! 
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Humor seems to be a sigruficant aspect of cross-cultural nursing practice. 

Published first-person accounts collected as data for this study also included fbmy stories. 

Margaret Bomette (in Haiti): 

One day, we noted [that allj the fecal results were showing the exact same (and 
not so common) parmasrte ... I went out to one of our clinic workers and asked 
if.. . [there wasj a group of people in the waiting room who had come m porn the 
same area? Thirty minutes later he returned laughing. It seemed that many of 
those sent to the latrine for a specimen coulh 't produce. One enrerprisi~igyuzmng 
man succeeded in doing so and was selling small amounts of feces for rhe 
equivalent offive centsper sample! 

Journal of Christian Nursin% 1993, 10 (4), p. 6 

Andrina Raper Pasternak (nursing student) in Zaire: 

[Tjhe Zairran nurse decided to delegate [the preparation of strepromycirr 
rrqections]. ..I saw this gtoup of patients in the nursing statior~, vrgorow(v shak~r~g 
their own medication vials to dissolve the medication in rhe sterrle water' 

Journal of Christian Nursing. 1993, 10 (4), p. 16 

Kathleen Dier (in the Canadian Arctic): 

[A] woman was sent from another settlement who had been bitten and reqtrrred 
rabies rreannent ... One nrght she woke lip screamtng. I was sure she bvus rabrd 
andfranticali) wondered what one did for himans m a case ftke rhls / r  nrrned 
our. however. rhat a cockroacli had stowed mvuy rn a burrowed nlartrrss C U I ~  

she had apparently never seen such a thrng before. 
Canadian Nurse 1984, 80 (I) ,  p. 22 

Meagan Fox (in Zaire): 

Learning to concentrate on [siruring wounds1 while masked and gowned I ~ I  335 
degree heat was all purr at~d parcel of coping- And. as rf that wasn 't cnoirgh, 
flies would regular& lami otz our rnstruments or gloves. Some days we 2 even see 
a small parasitic worm emerge fiom a wound! . . . We 'd laugh and cany o ~ .  

Canadian Nurse, November, 1992, p. 23 

Lookins for humor seems a si@caut characteristic of these cross-cultural nurses. 

Joviality may characterize some of the nurse's personalities, or, laughrng may be a way to 

release strained emotions. Either way, humor is part of cross-cultural practice. 
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EPILOGUE 

Cross-cultural nursing experiences may evoke intense emotion including deep 

compassion and concern, amusement and delight, joy and satisfaction. There is a sense 

that to live among human brokenness is to really live. Being among suffering calls forth a 

genuine-ness of emotion that cannot be easily guarded. There may be something freeing 

about "letting go" of cultural constraints about crying or laughing. To experience a ranze 

of human response to tragedy or even absurdity may be a form of caring. 
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The goal of phenomenology is to capture the "what-ness" of a phenomenon - 

to bring the pre-reflective experience of the phenomenon to words (van Manen. 1999). 

Language is used to uncover and describe the phenomenon. The artistic ability of the 

researcher is important in phenomenology. The h a l  research report becomes a written 

creation - a work of art - that includes the presence of the researcher in its signature style 

(van Manen, 1999). In this study, linguistic art has been used both as data (transcripts. 

narratives) and as interpretation (prose). Non-linguistic (or non-textual) data has aiso 

been collected in the form of artwork: They include two professionaI paintings, a 

professional serigraph, two personal drawings and a personal stained glass window. 

Artwork was sought that depicted the life of members of one culture as interpreted and 

created by a member of another culture. The artwork will be presented sequentiaily. with 

interpretation following each piece and a discussion of themes after the last piece. 



Girl with Braids (drawing by S. Grypma - nee V i e r )  

I sit alone in my living room trailer, having just arrived in the First Nations village where I 
am to live. I see people all day - in their homes, at the school, at church, in the nursing 
station - but I am not really a person to them. I am a nurse. 'Wurse", not "Sonya". 1 am 
overwhelmed by the sense of poverty here. And abuse, aicoholism, despondency. I don't 
know how I'm goiag to make any difference - such huge problems. This girI, the one 
emerging under my pencil, looks back at me with big sad eyes, imploring me to do 
something. I like her braids, there is satidhaon in their tightness, their preciseness, their 
orderliness. As I draw, I feel close to her. I imagine her hair - a bit dirty, straw-like. I can 
almost feel it between my hgers. I make the shadows by rubbing the pencil lines with a 
twisted piece of paper. Shadows under her eyes. A shadow passing over her face. 



Abdone Earrings (drawing by S. Grypma - nee Viser) 

She is strong, beautifid - such high cheekbones, a barely perceptible smite. She is 
confident and timeless in her attractiveness - even the roughly hewn abaione earrings and 
coarsely woven blanket to not take away 6om her beauty. If anything, they accentuate it. 
I smile as I draw, again in my trailer living room, looking out over the nursing station 
where I have been for over a year. I think of Reuben, an elder whose face is aiways 
shining - whose vivaciousness is not hidden behind 80 years worth of wriddes, myopic 
glasses, necrotic teeth and arthritic body. I wonder if he would let me take a photo of him 
so that I could capture his beautifid face in a drawing. No, 1 dare not ask - I am not 
confident that he would understand my intentions. 



Hutterite Boys ( watercolor, Vmcent Luykenaar, family physician, Alberta) 

I've wanted to buy this painting from '.'incent for a wide - well not this one, but one like 
it that was sold to another physician at an art auction last year. It reminds me of the 
German-speakins boys running around with my English-speaking son behind Brenda's 
house. Brenda is a single Hutterite woman who I met 4 years ago on her colony after her 
mother's knee surgery. We have become friends, she phones me almost weekly. E have 
moved past fascination with colony life - tbe polka-dot kerchiefs and bIack aprons; the 
slaughterhouse with chains to hang the chickens when they are being plucked, the walk in 
t imer  stocked with canned beets and carrots taken from their garden, the sparse 
communal dining room where the men eat on one side and the women on the other. 1 now 
imagine what it is like to be living with her ill parents, taking care of her mother through 
diabetes, Etll and spring-cleaning the chicken barn, being gratefid that her thyroid cancer 
was discovered in the winter so that she can rest whiIe recovering 6om h a t  surgery. 



First Nations Women in Longhouse (serigaph, Lrene Klar) 

When I see this serigraph hanging in the art gallery, I am so taken that I take it home for a 
"test drive" - something I have not done before or since. My husband doesn't see what I 
see, and I return it to the store. I see not only the distinctive west coast art on the 
longhouse wall - art that I have but am not fond of - but the women themselves, wrapped 
tightly in cedar blankets, conversing together. This could be a scene tiom 100 years ago, 
from yesterday. I want to be part of that circk Gazing at it allows me vicarious entrance 
into their lives - without the possibility ofunintentional intrusiveness. I wonder what it is 
to be a Fist Nations woman. 1 wilI never know. But I receive the serigraph for Chrism.  



Dance Day Ladder (watercolor print, Irene Uar) 

Since discovering the Klar serigraph, I am amacted to Klar's-work - mostly of indigenous 
women wrapped in colorfkl blankets. There is a timelessness to her work. I am attracted 
to the bright colors, the flowing lines. I can sit at my kitchen table with two kids playing 
beside me and imagine the impossible while examining her work, that is, being in a cross- 
cultural community again. There is something about her work that resonates with my 
sod, and I am thrilled to discover an art gallery at Granville Island in Vancouver 
highlighting her work: I buy 2 prints and some cards - not with the intention of sending 
them, but of savodng them. 1 do not imagine myself in the picture with the women, 
however. I am happy to be able to study them - how this M e  line, s d  cum peeking 
from under the blanket hints at the high cheekbone of an aboriginal woman How this line 
denotes a hair parting that is tight, strained, but tucked into a loose bun  How this bump 
suggests the stan  of a braid. I do not realize at fim that they are climbing a ladder - ah 
yes, a stucco house, are these Southwestern Indians? It does not matter what they are 
doing, but that they are together: Four distinct women, yet together. 



Transcult ural Caring (Stained glass window, Sonya Grypma) 

Irene Klar's work inspires me to design a window featuring 3 women with colorfbl 
blankets. The challenge is to get the hard, cold, sharp glass to transform into something 
soft and warm I sketch and re-sketch the design, trying each time to have more flowing 
lines. Rowing lines siw We, breath, and spirit. There is something about drawing these 
women that make me feel close to them. To me they are indigenous, not necessarily Firx 
Nations. Lrene Klar does not show faces, but I must - ' a bit tricky to figure out how to 
make eyes out of cut glass. I fmd a wonderful marbled glass at the supply store, and work 
aIl the other colors around that. As I work, cutting the pieces, wrapping them with copper 
foil, sotdering the puzzle together, I imagine the women sitting peacefay, blankets 
wrapped tightly over their shoulders. Am I part of the p i m e ?  If so, only as the 
onlooker. These women are not connecting with each other, but the potential is there. 
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Drawing the two pictures of First Nations girIs was therapeutic for me while 1 

was living as an outpost nurse on a Northern Canadian reservation. I kept a written 

journal, but drawing was satlsfylng at a deeper level: There was something about my lived 

experience that I was at a loss for words to descnie. It snuck me afterward how different 

these two portraits are: the tirst depicts a sad and oppressed girl, which is probably an 

accurate reflection of my fist impression of this community of people I was living' with. 

The second portrait, drawn almost a year later, depicts a p r c ~ d  and beautifid sir[, also an 

accurate reflection of my later impression of the community. By the time I create the 

stained glass window, I am ready to celebrate indigenous women - and I tentatively place 

myself in the portrait, lookmg on. 

Three themes emerge for me as the interpreter of these six pieces of artwork. 

Perhaps none of these are "accurate" interpretations accordiny to the original artist. 

However, my intention here is to ceiebrate these works of art as possible expressions of 

the lived experience of cross-cultural nurses. The themes are: Humanness. Timelessness. 

and Relationship. 

Humanness 

Each of these works depicts shapes recognizable as human beings. They are not 

abstract to the degree of being onIy shapes and forms, nor are they detailed to the degree 

of color and texture that a photog-aph, or a Rembrandt, might be. Rather, they leave an 

impression of being human while leaving out more &an they include. For example. the 

two paintings and serigraph do not even show the faces of the Hutterite boys or 

-4boriginal women. Yet we recognize them as such 6om such externais as cIothin_e and 
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backdrop. These are not specific people -they may be anyone. Anyone who is a 

female Aboriginal or male Hutterite, that is. In cross-cultural nursing, there is also a sense 

that patients cannot be MIy known. We are tee with an impression. We reco-enize a 

person as fully human, but more of a group (culture) member than an individual. There is 

much that we miss, but ail1 much that we appreciate about the other. 

In contrast, the drawings are more particular. They, however, are also incomplete: 

They are in black and white, and are of faces only. Yet, they depict specific individuals 

Nancy speaks to the importance, and the difficulty, of seeing patients as individuals rather 

than as part of a human sea. It is easier to dismiss a sea of (unrecognizable) faces than an 

individual. The face gives expression, even without language, to pain, suffering, joy. 

Lynn speaks of the imponance of looking fUIIy into another's face, of eye contact. in her 

cross-cultural nursing practice. For me, to really know another is to h o w  their face. This 

is why I add faces to the stained $ass design. 

Timelessness 

There is little in these five pieces of art to indicate a particular time frame. While ir 

is not likely that one would find an Aboriginal girl wearing abalone shells dangling from 

strings around her ears, it is not impossibie. Nor does one expect to see a group of four 

.Aboriginal women in brightly coiored blankets to be climbing onto the roof of an adobe. 

There is a sense that these portraits could have been created a hundred years ago, or 

maybe a hundred years from now. Hurnan character, it seems, has not changed much 

since the beginning of time: we expect it to be so as cross-cultural nurses. We expect to 

encounter the same range of human emotion and human relationship in our patients as we 
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experience ourselves (comforting, hurting, delighting) regardless of time or place. 

Relationship 

To draw or paint another human brings the artist into a particular relationship with 

him. One can stare at a portrait in a way that would not be r e s p e d  toward a live human 

being. When I draw, I must look carefdly at my model (usually a photograph) - the eyes. 

are not the same, this one is more rounded, the light f d s  on this pupil at a different spot 

than that pupil; I can only see the tip of t h ~ s  ear, this wrinkle must be placed just so or the 

whole face will be out of proponion. If I can get the eyes right, then the shape of the face. 

then the nose, the mouth, the ears.. . The hair is really just shading, as are the clothes. 

What distinguishes the ponrait are the eyes, the whole character depends on the eyes. To 

draw well means to be able to look carefblly arid be willing to leave some pans out: an 

artist may intentionally shade out an ear, an upper lip, even an eye - and the audience will 

automatically fill it in without noticing it is not there. To draw aitows me to enter into a 

relationship with another person that is time-consuming and reflective. .4s I draw and 

erase and redraw, t consider who this person is. what makes him unique. what makes his 

portrait appealing. As such, I enjoy a vicarious relationship that may allow a deeper and 

different kind of knowledge of the person before me. 

The women in the window are wrapped in blankets - perhaps representin their 

culture or personal comfort zones. They protect themselves with the blankets, their true 

selves somehow hidden. To expose oneself- to become h e r a b l e  - may be 

uncomfortable.. . but it opens up the potential to connect more deeply with another, to 

enter into meaningful relationship. 
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Art as a Way o f  Knowing in Nursing 

The phenomenologist takes a stance of "Wonder" at the world and tries to draw 

out that sense of wonder in the mind of the reader of the report (van Manen. 1997). The 

"revocative" dimension (van Manen, 1999) of this chapter is an attempt to br~trg back 

vividly into presence or nearness the lived experience of cross-cultural nursing in such a 

way that the reader recognizes it. The "evocative" nature of aesthetic expressions of 

human experience (such as art) invites the reader into a feeling imndersrandittg (van 

Manen, 1999) of the Lived experience of cross-cultural nurses. 

The idea of using non-linguistic art forms as a way to express Lived experience is 

not new. One just has to walk through an old cathedral or art gallery to see that artists 

throu_rhout history have used various forms of art to reflect lived experience - in visual aft 

(paintings, sculpture, quilting), dramatic art (plays, movies), and musical art (musicaI 

arrangements). However, art is not used as much today as a common "way of knowing" 

We are much more used to interpreting the written or spoken word (linguistics). Yet. the 

allure of art is that it allows the artist to express experiences that defjl linguistic description 

while appealing to the reader to look beyond words to the more immediate experience 

being depicted. Art has the added advantage of appealing to a cross-cultural audience in 

that it does not require translation into a particular language. 

One disadvantage of using art as experiential data is that interpretation. if left 

solely to the reader without direction tkom the researcher, may be "open" to the point of 

being rendered vague and, it would seem, useless. Using aesthetic expressions of lived 

experience is aided. I suggest, by the accompaniment of some Linguistic description andor 
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interpretation that brings the art into the context of the phenomenon being studied. 

Thus, the drawings of the Aborigmd girls become more 'Lconvocatlve" orpossessive of 

revealingpower (van Manen, 1999) when the reader is privy to the context in which they 

were drawn (outpost nursing station) and the reflective interpretations of the artist-as- 

researcher. 

Finally, art as experiential data has the potential to be "provocative" (van Manen. 

1999) if it's inclusion in the research report icrres [he reader lo actJon. The value of 

including aesthetic data in this report will be in part determined by the response elicited 

fiom the reader. 

EPILOGUE 

Non-linguistic data can provide additional insight into a phenomenon under study 

In an artist1 subject relationship, the artist may perceive beauty in the other. even when he 

is not hlly known or f l y  knowable Similarly, the cross-cultural nurse may expect to 

discover qudities and characteristics in the patient that uanscend time and place, but that 

are recognizable as profoundly human. 



CHAPTER TEN 
NUDGING BORDERS: CREATING SPACE FOR CARING 

You're blessed when you care. 
At the moment of being 'care-W, you h d  yourselves cared for. 

Attributed to Jesus Christ, The Message: The New Testament Psalm and Proverbs 



The human potential to care, like human potential to be authentic, cannot be 
class~fied or characterized as a single "thing", nor can it conform to classIficariotts.. . As 
a human potential, it can be envisioned, it can be imasned, it can be experienced, it cut1 
be learned, it can be nurtured Caringcan be called forth; it can be inspired. 

Peggy Chinn. Being Called to Care, 1994, p. vii 

The aim of this study has been to describe the phenomenon of caring in cross- 

cultural nursing practice. To do so, I started with the assumption that caring not only 

exlsts in cross-cultural nursing practice but that it is somehow essential to it. I did not 

propose to deliver a definitive answer to the question "What is caring?" but rather aimed 

to describe the lived experience of cross-cultural nurses while simultaneously asking the 

question "How might this be caring?" In this chapter i intend to tease out "caring" from 

the lived experience of cross-cultural nurses, highhghting some new possibilities for 

understanding this "worn-out" concept by comparing the findings to extant nursing 

literature. This chapter is divided into three sections: Caring as Connection; Caring as 

C'omperence and Carit~g as Fostering Relationship with God 

C.4RING .AS CONNECTION 

.4n understanding of caring-as-connection was evident in the descriptions of all of 

the participants. Lynn and Nancy's stories of deep, interpersonal connection with 

distressed parents of suffering children are particularIy poignant. The phenomenon of 

caring-as-connection parallels my original understanding of "caring7' as based on the 

gothic root Kara -that is, to cry out with, to lament with, to feel (to enter into, to share) 

another's pain (Blockley, 1997). Caring-as-connection for the participants involved 

subjective experiences of compassion and sympathy as a response to a deeply human or 

spiritual call. As will be discussed below, none of these constructs are new to nursing 



literature: The findings of this study a f l h  the sigruficant presence of caring-as- 

connection in nursing practice. 

What is new is the context of connection-as-caring: This phenomenon is described 

in the literature in the context of North American and British (Western) health care 

systems, with nurses being of a similar culture as, if not their patients, at least of their 

employment agencies (i.e.: hospitals). In contrast, participants' descriptions atfitm that 

caring-as-connection also occurs in settings where nurses are cultural outsiders to the 

patients' culture and to the local health care system, even in the midst of language barriers. 

Additionally, caring-as-connection for the participants extends beyond the walls of health 

care agencies into the streets - to taxi drivers and customs officers and vegetable 

merchants. Finally, what is new to nursing literature is an exploration of barrrers lo care 

encountered by the participants - particularly subjective experiences of prejudice 

(originating from the nurse) and lack of an engaging response by the patient.' community 

member (originating fiom the "other"). 

The notion of caring in nursing practice has re-gained considerable attention in 

recent nursing literature. In the book "Being Called to Care" (Lashley, et al, 1994), five 

nursing scholars speak of caring as a response to a "call" - an inner sense of longing, 

desire, yearning or wonder; a direct invitation; or an awakening to a sense of purpose in 

our lives. Participants and first-person narrators in this study describe a similar originating 

and sustaining "call to care" in cross-cultural nursing in that they spoke of being moved by 

media images of poverty and iliness, of being cded by God, and of being drawn to the 

sense of meeting a personal destiny for their Lives. 
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The call to care requires a response. Roach (1997) describes caring as "a 

response to the call to be human" (p. 5). Compassion and sympathy are possible 

responses. Compassion and sympathy preceded caring-as-connection for Lynn and Nancy 

in their descriptions of connection with distressed parents of suffering children in 

Guatemala, Bolivia and northern Canada. Nancy and Lynn perceived the parent's love 

and concern for their children, and mirrored it by going "the extra mile" to meet their 

particular needs for medical intervention for their children, and to be involved in that 

process 

The concepts of compassion and sympathy are not new to nursing literature. 

TraveIbee, in her classic work "Interpersonal Aspects of Nursing" (1966) highlights the 

centrality of these constructs in nursing practice. She describes sympathy as "warmth, 

kindness, a type of transient type of compassion a caring quality experienced on a feeling 

level and communicated to another. It cannot be feigned or pretended. despite the most 

elaborate communication techruques" (p. 147). Participants depicted feeling, as Travelbee 

describes. "genuine concern about the misfortune or distress of another. combined with a 

desire to aid the afflicted individual" Nancy perceives injustice at the unavailability of 

medical resources for people in developing countries. She expressed deep concern over 

the weIfare of some of the children she encountered, including the burned child carried by 

her father through the mountains, the severely dehydrated infant, and the malnourished 

child requiring hospitalization. Lynn describes her feelings of empathy for the Dene 

mother of the FAS newborn - she perceived the helplessness and lack of choice available 

to the mother who was caught in a cycle of alcohol abuse and violence. Vicki is still 
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troubled by the memory of the Bolivian woman who was "frightened to death, and 

this experience heightened her sensitivity to the influence of curses on patient's spiritual 

well being and physical health. 

Lashley et al(1994) echo Travelbee's (1966) emphasis on personal authenticity. 

Data from this study aBrm the centrality of authenticity to compassion. What is 

authenticity? Lynn speaks of the patient's ability to "really know" if a backrub, for 

example, is genuine or not. Vicki poignantly recalls experiencing personal pain when 

entering into the suffering and the joys of her patients and students. Tears cannot be 

summoned - they validate authenticity, as does heartfelt laughter To weep or ro laugh 

reveals the true self, makes one vulnerable. Authenticity and vulnerability are identified by 

Lashley, et a1 (1994) as major themes in the notion of caring. While authenticity may 

precede caring, caring may also precede authenticity: Roach (1997) underscores the 

possibility that, in caring, a nurse may become a more authentic (revealed?) human being. 

Caring-as-connection occurred for the participants in the presence of compassion 

and authenticity. Lynn describes the deep, possibly spiritual connection with the Dene 

mother - a type of communication transcending verbal language. Nancy also describes 

deep* healing connections with some of her patients in medical clinics in Guatemala. Nepal 

and Bolivia. Like "caring" and "compassion", caring-as-connection has received 

considerable attention in nursing literature. Benner and Wrubel( 1989) highli@t the 

being-in-relation with a patient that is interpreted by the patient as "caring". That is, more 

than mere physical presence, caring-as-connection reflects being "in tune" with each other 

through eye contact, body language and tone of voice. h t  is said is not as si-&cant as 
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how it is said. If so. it should not be fluprisrng that Lynn and Nancy experienced 

connection with patients without having opportunity to communicate verbally (e.g.1 

because of language barriers). However, nursing research that has found caring-as- 

connection has assumed that verbal communication is necessary: 

In a qualitative study exploring the experience of giving spiritual care, Pamela 

Cone (1997) higbhghts the "connecting" quality of caring. Spiritud care, she contends. 

involves accepting lestabiishing trust: assessing spirituality; valuing individual choices), 

supporting (identifying a spiritual need; validating the spiritual concerns; and acting by 

assisting or encouraging) and caring (becoming vulnerable: reaching deeper; and 

transcending). The cross-cultural nurses who described situations involving caring-as- 

connection emphasized experiences similar to Cone's third phase of "caring". .b such. 

Lynn and Nancy described a special "inter-connectedness" with patients, a willingness to 

enter into an intimate relationship and a sense of being in tune to the v e u  core or nature of 

another. Uniike Cone's participants, however, ths  "caring" phase was not necessarily 

preceded by "accepting" and "supporting" as described in Cone's study: Cone's 

participants had opportunity and ability to verbdly communicate with their patients 

whereas Lynn and Nancy did not. Instead, Lynn and Nancy's experiences highlight the 

possibility of seeking and respondins to deep human needs without verbal interaction. 

PhenomenoIogical studies by Smith (1994) and Butrin (1992) of .American nurses 

worlclng with culturaliy diverse clients in the United States confirm that caring-as- 

connection between nurses and clients is possible in the midst of lmguage or cultural 

differences. Butrin (1992) found that, while clients in nurse-cfient dyads sometimes felt 
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they could not express everytlvng they wanted, "language differences did not.. appear 

to impede the mutual good feelings expressed in most of the encounters" (p. 246). Butrin 

challenges researchers to consider how and why there was a mutual satisfaction in cenain 

nurse-patient encounters when sometimes they could barely communicate verbally and 

came from diverse backgrounds. Experiences described by the cross-cultural participants 

suggest that caring-as-connection invoives Iistening beyond words. Participants describe 

an ourer seeing and hearing involving noticing the context (clothing, mode of 

transportation, marital status) and non-verbal cues (gestures and voice inflections) of the 

Other person. Participants also describe an inner listening involving trusting intuitive 

understanding and spiritual inspiration arising from the Self or Supernatural Other. 

The aesthetic experiential data in the form of various pieces of art depicted in the 

chapter "Drawing Borders" supports the significance of a relational aspect of caring in the 

lived experience of cross-culturaI nursing. The three identified themes, that is. Human- 

ness, TTimelessness and Refalionship reveal an attraction to human beauty, a fascination 

with the range of human expression, a yearning for meaningful interpersonal connection, 

and a hesitation to enter into a relationship that is not welcomed by the Other. As the 

artist cum nurse cum researcher, 1 seek out dternative expressions of my attraction to. 

fascination of, and yearning for the humans I encounter because to acknowledge my own 

responses to the Other in-the-moment seems too forward, brazen.. . 'presumptuous. I 

settle for being surrounded in my home by art that serves to implicitly express my 

inexpressible experiences. 

Cross-cultural nurses in thk study identified themselves as being engaged in 
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nursing interactions even when not "on the job .  Participants clearIy perceive nursing 

as what they are rather than what they do. Vicki emphasizes tbis by describing 

interactions with taxi drivers and merchants as potentially as therapeutic as "nurse-patient" 

interactions. Thus, the possibility of caring-as-connection is not bound by setting. 

Caring-as-connection with local nursing colleagues, students, and community members 

may be as inspiring, rewarding and satisfjrlng as with patients. 

For participants, caring-as-connection did not occur without the presence of 

nursing compassion and sympathy. Compassion and sympathy, however, did at times 

occur without the presence of connection. For example, in Masako's description of the 

Bengdi mother holding her dying child in a hospitaI ward, Masako reached out to the 

mother in compassion, but the mother did not respond. [n this case, the patient's personal 

or cultural barrier prevented caring-as-connection. Lynn and Nancy identified open-ness 

and responsiveness of the patient to their caring advances as key to a mutuaIly satis@ing 

relationship. Vicki identified the possibility of patient boundaries as determinants of how 

far or how deep the relationship could go: She spoke of sensing for these boundaries as 

part of assessment in a nurse-patient encounter. That the patient's responsiveness to the 

nurse influences their care seems intuitive, but the possibility of patient barriers to care has 

not been addressed in the nursing literature reviewed. 

Finally, the participants identified persona1 open-ness and wiilingness to enter into 

relationship with another as necessary for connection to occur. This open-ness was, at 

times, hindered by the nurses' prejudice of a particular individual. Canadian researchers 

Clarke ( 1997) and Reher-Kirkham (1998) idenafy aa urgent need for exploration and 
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explication of racial or other prejudice in cross-cultural nursing practice. Lynn. Vicki 

and Carla speak eloquently and candidly about the presence of prejudice in their own 

practice. This is surprising since there seems to be a prevaiIing assumption in transcultural 

literature that the presence of racism is something not present in the practice of competent 

practitioners. In her classic categorization of health care practitioners, Leininger ( 199 1 ) 

distinguishes the "genuinely interested practitioner" (the ideal) from the other types of 

cross-cultural health care practitioners. such as the "practitioner with a hopeless image" or 

the "over-protecto? or the "curious practitioner" who each nwture stereotypes or 

prejudices toward another cultural group: Being genuinely interested is presumed to be 

mutually exclusive from possession of prejudice (p. 33 - 36). 

Similarly, Reimer-Kirkham ( 1  998) - in a descriptive study of Canadian hospital 

nurses caring for culturally diverse patients - distinguishes three types of nurses. 

Impassioned (the ideal), generafist. and resistant. The resistant nurse is not interested in 

working with culturally diverse clients, and practices both overt and coven racism. The 

assumption here, too, seems to be that being "impassioned" and prejudiced are mutually 

exclusive phenomena. 

The cross-cultural nurses in this study are capable, compassionate practitioners. 

Yet, they also struggle with stereotypes and fears of culturally different others. They do 

not deny or ignore these prejudices. however. Instead, as Carla noted, they recognize, 

acknowledge and confront them. They distinguish between sound judgment (assessing for 

possibility of personal physical harm) and pre-judgment (assuming someone has 

characteristics often associated with others of the group he is visl%iy identified with, or 
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being offended by lifestyle choices without taking into account the context of those 

choices). This is an ongoing process, founded on a belief that prejudice is simply wrong 

and that it impedes good nursing care. 

CARING AS COMPETENCE 

Some of the participants emphasized the phenomenon of competence as an 

indicator of the presence of "caring" in their practice. Carla spoke of care-lll-ness as 

being a thoughthl, through, skilled and reliable practitioner. Masako spoke of being 

compelled to act professionally in cross-cultural nursing situations - that is, being 

trustwonhy, principled and dedicated to the role given her. Edith spoke of staying focused 

on an ultimate goal in the midst of bureaucratic frustrations. Nursing Iiterature addresses 

[he need for professional and cultural competence in nursing practice (American Academy 

of Nurses [iL4N] 1992; Andrews, 1992; Canadian Nurses Association [CNA], 1997: 

Canadian Public Health Association [CPHA], 1990; Princeton, 1993). What is new is the 

finding that caring, professional competence for the cross-cultural nursing participants 

involves self-direction, trailblazing and trusting one's judgment - because there is little 

mentorship or accessible resources to lend direction to nursing practice questions. The 

participants turn to personal and religious h e w o r k s  to lend direction to their practice. 

Bemer and Wrubel(1989) describe two aspects of "caring": being connected and 

having things matter. These authors contend that "Caring sets up the condition that 

something or someone outside the person matters and creates personal concerns. Care sets 

up a world and creates meaningful distinctions" (p. 1). Edith and Carla refer to this 

phenomenon as "caring enough [about oppression, ilIness, poverty, distress] to bother 
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[making the considerable effort to Ieave home, to practice in difficult circumstances]" 

This implies an underlying moral imperative and a highly developed self-awareness. In 

other words, to care enough about human suffering to Ieave one's cultural comfort zone 

seems morally driven. Then, to develop and sustain c h c a l  competence in [isolated] 

nursing practice necessitates a clear understanding of one's own strengths and 

weaknesses, privileges and lirmtatioas. Participants cannot rely on direction and insight 

from nursing supervisors or coUeagues. They have to rely on their own judgment. 

Carla, Nancy and Edith speak about their decision-makmg as slow and methodical. 

This care-full-ness is reflected in Carla's phrase "stop, sit, and think". Carla thinks 

caref5lly before making a decision to attend a particular project, weighmg out the personal 

costs and benefits. Nancy takes time with her patients coming to mobile health clinics for 

treatment of physical ailments, assessing them for a need for encouragement. Edith pays 

close attention to the numerous governmental reports she must fill, talung care not to 

"hdge" the answers. This is in order to preserve the integrity of her practice and the 

reputation of her sponsoring mission organization. Masako and Lynn honor the 

expectations of their agency superiors. but recognize a nursing professional obli_eation to 

first honor the perceived needs of their patients. Vicki adapts her teaching methocis to 

accommodate the learning needs of Zairian nursing students unfamiliar with the concepts 

of measuring time and temperature. These decisions are made individually, without 

consuItation with other nurses, colleagues or mentors. The participants speak of uying to 

do "the right thing" based on personal ethics, professional obligation, and profound 

respect for others. Specific virtues valued by the participants include honesty, respect, 
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sensitivity, compassion, forgiveness, equality, reliability and authenticity. The seif- 

identified Christian participants use the bible as their ultimate guidebook: When faced 

with nursing dilemmas, they attempt to adhere to the ethical standards outlined therein 

Campinha-Bacote (i998) defines the notion of cultural competence as a process 

including developing culrul awareness (sensitivity), cultural skills (ability to complete 

an assessment), cultural encounters, and culturaf knowledge (of customs & beliefs). She 

suggests that niltliral desire (wanting to work with other cultures) is essential to cultural 

competence. I propose to extend Campinha-Bacote's model of cultural competence by 

expanding her concept "culruf s M "  to include persistence and ability to find a way to 

meet nursing needs even without mentorship or guidance; and her concept "mltrrral 

desrre " to include respectiid curiosity and a desire to connect meaningfully with others. 

CARING AS FOSTERING .A REWTlONSEIIP WITH GOD 

While all of the participants described experiences of connection with other human 

being, Vicki and Edith additionally described nursing experiences where they witnessed 

or catalyzed patients' spiritual connection with God. .k I try to understand these events. 

trying to tease out spirituality from religion, I recognize that my own understandins of 

spirit is utterly intertwined with my personal reiigious values and beliefs. I am not trying to 

understand religion here. though. as much as relationship. Tournier (1986) asserts that 

what is spiritual in a person is the need For relationship. Swenson (1992) describes three 

types of human relationship - to self, to others, and to God. If Caring-as-Connection 

describes a relationship between the nurse and patient, Caring as Fostering a Relationsbip 

with God describes a transcendent relationship. 



A Modern Perspective 

While I struggle to interpret the experiences described by Vicki and Edith, 1 realize 

that I am wandering back and forth between three worldviews - Modern, Postmodem. 

and Biblical. For example, $1 look through a Modem lens to interpret the phrase 

"Expanding the kingdom of G o d  as used by Edith, I find an objective explanation usehi: 

A missionary nurse may be convinced of the authority and absolute, literal truth of the 

bible, and strongly identfy with the scriptural imperative to go out to "all nations, 

baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to 

observe all that I have commanded you" (Matthew 28: 19). Her ultimate mission may be 

to see others convert to Christianity [cause] as a means to establish their relationship with 

God [effect]. Objective (and measurable) rituals such as prayer for remission of sins, 

public profession of faith, and baptism are understood as necessary for both membershp in 

the church and as evidence of the new relationship with God. Vicki and Edith speak of 

promoting spiritual wholeness through initiation and suppon of rituals such as prayer, 

bible reading and leading others thou& a set process of conversion. 

A Postmodern Perspective 

If 1 use the Postmodern lens to interpret the notion of "Coming to know Christ", I 

tind subjectivity a usefbl concept. The nurse's perception of what her patients are 

experiencing is personally constructed. as is the patient's perception. Since the existence 

of God or the reality of Divinely-generated spiritual transformation is not hlly knowable. 

proof of these may not be as significant as the patient's subjective experience of fellowship 

with the Divine. To witness a patient's uandonnative event may be profoundly 
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meaningfill for the nurse, too, regardless of the rebgious or cultural paradi-em that 

supports the event. For example, a Christian nurse may find inspiration in a Buddhist 

patient's experience of spiritual harmony as understood within an Eastern paradigm. 

The strength of using the Postmodern lens to interpret the phenomenon of spiritual 

transformation is that it moves us away from reductionistic, causal and detached thinking 

Postmodernism invites us to open up new possibilities of understanding rather than cIosin_g 

down thought. The Postmodern worldview chalienges the absolute/isrn that has 

characterized Western civilization. inclulng Western Christianity. Cultural and personal 

relativism are founded on Postmodern tenets (Beckwith & Koukl, 1999) and are atrractive 

in that they respond to and protest the absolute objectivity that devalues personal 

experience and ultimateiy devalues persons. 

The difficulty of using Postmodern thought to interpret the notion of "coming to 

know Christ" is that radical culturd relativism does not acknowledge the possibility of 

transcultural truths, ethics and standards (SheIly & Miller, 1999). If truth is socially 

constructed. then to "come to know Christ" has no ultimate value because the siznificance 

of a relationship with God lies not only with the subjective experience of reiationship, but 

also with an acceptance of the existence of objective reality and absolutes ( e .~ . :  "biblical 

truth that God is omnipotent. omniscient. omnipresent, and that Christ is Divine). 

Looking through either a Modern or Postmodern lens to understand the lived experience 

of Vicki and Edith seems inadequate. 

A Biblical Perspective 

A Biblical worldview seems to most closely parailel the worldview of Vicki and 
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Edith. Nurse scholars Shelly and Miller (1999) distinguish a BibIical worldview from 

both the Modem and Postmodern worldviews by contending that it values both subjective 

and objective truth, providing both are tested by Scripture. The difficulty is that, while the 

Bible is understood to be God's Word, holy and sacred and m e ,  ultimately individual 

human being with multiple perspectives interpret it - and interpret it differently. 

PLn undated class handout entitled "Interpretive Principles (~ermeneuticsj" from 

Reagent College in Vancouver declares that, since the bible is an Eastern (Hebrew) form 

of religious literature, those of us who have a Western (Greek) mindset must make a 

mental shift from Greek to Hebrew to "properly" understand the bible. Western Christians 

bring their background, education and tradition - that is. their culture - to scripture 

interpretation. Edith seems to recognize ths  when she describes the historical missionary 

approach to cross-cuItural work as promoting the Western paradigm. Vicki and Edith 

seem open to new understandings of the biblical foundations essential to their work. 

It is striking to me how much "Greek thinking, as discussed the Reagent College 

handout, resembles the Modem paradigm. Similarly, "Hebrew" thinlung resembles the 

Postmodern paradigm (as postulated by Harman, 1992, as "wholeness science") Greek 

thinking is general, ideal, rational and detached, while Hebrew thinking is particular, 

realistic, intuitive and involved. Where Greek thinking asks about cause and origins, 

Hebrew thinking asks about meaning and destiny. Greek thinking defines, while Hebrew 

thinking descnies. A Biblical perspective may include both Modem (Greek, Western) and 

Postmodern (Hebrew, Eastern) thought. 

Historic Christian missionaries (icluding nurses) have been criticized for 
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reflexively practicing Western cultural imposition. In contrast, Vicki and Edith 

(indeed, all of the participants) portray a profound sensitivity to and respect for local 

customs, beliefs and practices. Vicki and Edith believe that fostering a relationship with 

God is a truns~tclturul phenomenon: It trans-cenuk cultural differences. They emphasize 

feeling a responsibility to rather than a responsibility for patients. 

The apparent shift in thinking away fiom Western colonialism in missionary 

nursing noted in the practice of Vicki and Edith is also reflected in nursing literature 

Literature from specifically Christian sources (e.g.: the Journal of Christian Nursing) 

ciearly supports nursing as an evangelical ministry in cross-cultural situations. For 

Chnstian nurses. the vision of nursine may be to "Bring Jesus Chnst to Nursing 

Worldwide" (Nurses Chnstian Fellowship International conference brochure, 2000) 

.4s I browsed through nursing literature written by self-identified Chnstian authors, 

I expected to find guidelines for "leading patients to Christ" (initiating religious conversion 

to Christianity). Instead, I found directives that challenge Christian nurses to provide the 

peace of "shalom", a state of spiritual wholeness in which a person dwells at peace in all 

relationships (Shelly & Miller, 1999; Bradshaw, 1994). Bradshaw emphatically contends 

that "shalom" is best offered not by words, but in the sensitivity and skills of the nurse's 

actions. The nurse comes alongside her patient, "sharing his burdens in unconditionaI love 

by a free giving of herself in alI her own limitation[s]" (Bradshaw, 1994, p. 326). 

Bradshaw insists that nurses may not impose their beliefs on the patient, who she sees as 

vulnerable and captive. 

Similarly, Shelly and Miller (1999) oEer guidelines to Christian nurses for practice 
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in a plurahstic world, including: Avoidance of ethnocentrism; practicing modified 

cultural relativism (appreciation and respect for other cultural practices); seeking humility 

and tolerance (trying to understand difference); acceptance of people where they are; and 

praying (for wisdom, understanding, and discernment). Shelly and Miller recommend that 

Christian nurses pray for "an opening to talk about Jesus Christ" (p. 1 131, but clearly find 

religious imposition objectionable. 

Vicki and Edith value the ongoing nurturance of their own (transcendent) 

relationship with God. Their practices reflect their belief that a sustained relationshp with 

God is central to spiritual health and wholeness, that relationship to God is achieved 

through belief in the divinity of Jesus Christ and his message as recorded in the bible. and 

that spiritual care involves tbstenng a relationship with God. For Vicki and Edith 

fostering this spiritual relationship is seen as a definitive response to spiritual torment, 

distress and emptiness. They describe three possible outgrowths of a restored relationship 

with God: 1) the negation of and protection a_eainst curses and possession of evil spirits; 

7)  a new relationship with one's body - seeing it as a holy place (a vessel indwelled with 

the Holy Spirit of God), and thus a "temple" worth caring for and takmg responsibility for. 

3 )  restored relationships with other human beings. Thus, Fostering a Relationship with 

God is understood to promote physical, spiritual and community health. 

NURSING IMPLICATIONS - Continuing the Conversation 

It is impossible to summarize phenomenology, and to reduce the findings into 

categories of Caring-as-Connection, Caring-as-Competence and Caring-as-Fostering a 

Relationship with God already diminishes the rich data into abstracts that in themseives 
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may not accurately reflect the lived experience of the cross-cultural nurse participants. 

However. the question inevitably remains: "So what?" What is the significance of these 

findings to the larger body of nursing knowledge? Themes regarding cross-cultural 

nursing practice that strike me as valuable for wider dissemination include: 

1) Being unprepared and unguided 

2 p o n ]  Risk-taking 

3) Relationship between expatriates 

4) The existence of prejudice and racism 

5 Encountering spiritual torment 

6 Fostering a relationship with God: A nursing imperative? 

1) Being Unprepared and Unguided 

None of the six participants had undergraduate education in uanscultural nursing 

concepts prior to their cross-cultural experiences. All have sought out courses and 

resources to supplement their basic nursing knowledge, but they believe that a lack of 

critical educational preparation is potentially h a d  to themseIves and their cross-cuitural 

patients. Participants lamented not having nursing mentorship. Two recommendations 

mse from this study: 

1) Undergraduate nursing cumcuia should incorporate gwded cross- 
cultural clinical experiences and transcultural nursing concepts. 

2) Ways to better connect c r o s s - d t d  nurses (in practice and academia) 
into a supportive network should be sought (e.g.: using the Internet for 
newsgroups). 
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Academic and practicing nurses with extensive experience in cross-cultural nursing 

should consider how they could be more accessible to cross-cultural nurses in practice and 

to students interested in cross-cultural work. Creative ways to connect experienced and 

novice nurses (e.g.: via the Internet) should be firrther explored. One strategy to share 

practice knowledge could be to develop and distribute a practical "guidebook including a 

list of sponsoring agencies, packing lists, risk assessment, and transcultural concepts. 

2) [Nan] Risktaking 

The perception of cross-cultural nurses as risk-takers (i.e.: extraordinary) may 

diminish the attraction of "ordinary" nurses into cross-cultural work. The nurse 

participants in this study are extremeiy competent and care-full in their assessment of risk 

factors involved in cross-cultural practice, but much of their preparatory work remains 

hidden and taken for granted. To articuIate the work involved in setting up a trip would 

be usehl in the creation of a guidebook (above), and would also alert potential nurses and 

schools of nursing to the amount of organking involved - for their own preparation and to 

help determine course value accredited to students and instructors. 

3) Relationship between Expatriates 

To be able to anticipate the close proximity with other expatriates may be helpfbl 

for those preparing to do cross-cultural work. Relationships may be a source of stress or 

cornfort, and the "success" of a project may be related to the ability of expatriates to work 

with each other as well as with local health care professionals. Research on the inter- 

relationship between heaIth care professionals may explore ways to best collaborate. 
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4) The Existence of Prejudice and Racism 

It is surprising, yet somehow reassuring, to find that compassionate and competent 

cross-cultural nurses struggle with racist, prejudicial and stereotypical ideas. It is valuable 

to be able to differentiate between situations where fear and caution is warranted 

(potential personal harm) and where it is unwarranted (offense at presumed lifestyle 

choice). Participants in this study recognize personal prejudice and confiont it in-the- 

moment. Revealing and admitting to prejudice by cross-cultural nurses opens up 

opportunities for all nurses to discuss this phenomenon candidly, with the hope that 

honesty may be a first step to addressing racism in nursins practice. 

5) Encountering Spiritual Torment 

Cross-cultural nurses may be called to respond to situations of extreme spiritual 

distress in the lives of their patients - often in ways not typically encountered in Canadian 

nursing practice. It is not clear if spiritual sources of illness such as curses or spiritism are 

not as prevalent in the dominant Canadian culture as they appear to be in indigenous 

cultures. or whether they are somehow hidden. Two implications arise tiom the findings, 

I )  Further research into the response of indigenous nurses to spiritual torment of 
same-culture patients could give important insight into &ernate ways to 
address issues influencing spiritual health, including spiritual issues affecting 
physical health. 

2) Further research into the life ways of indigenous and non-dominant cultural 
groups living in Canada may elucidate the existence of and community 
response to prevention and treatment of spiritual torment, and promotion and 
restoration to spiritual health. 
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6) Fostering a Relationship with God: A nursing imperative? 

While there is increased attention being paid to spirituality in North American 

nursing practice, not much attention has been paid to the role of nurses' religious values. 

befefs, and practices. Some participants experienced more fieedom to explore and 

integate their religious beliefs into their practices in unf'amitiar cultures than when 

practicing at home: Religion seemed to be more of a contentious issue in North :iherican 

nursing than in non-Western cultures. Fostering a Relationship with God using a Biblical 

perspective is a controversial construct, and it may be tempting to dismiss this as a non- 

nursing phenomenon, or a narrowly defined one. However, there seems to be much vdue 

in opening nursing practice to conversations of God. 

Further study of the nature of spiritual transformation as understood within diverse 

worldviews and tiom patients' perspectives is warranted to help understand whether or 

when different forms of spiritual transformation are beneficial to human spiritual health in 

nursing practice. 



PARTING WORDS 

The paradox of phenomenoIogy is that the actual lived experience of the 

participants in this study is necessarily different fiom what is presented in this report. The 

words I chose to evoke understandings of the phenomenon of caring in cross-cultural 

nursing practice reflect my perspective - my interpretation - of the participant's stories. 

The stories themselves are reflective interpretations of the actual events they describe. 

The best I can hope to offer, as a researcher, is a "snapshot" of the lived experience, 

realizing that the lived moment I have tried to capture is long gone. forever changed, and 

never-to-be-repeated. 

But snapshots can be valuable, 'timeless even, when they evoke us to Re-cognize 

("know again"), Re-flect ("turn one's thoughts uponn), Re-consider ('ponder anew") and 

Respond ("answer"). 

In the end, the readers will determine the vdue of this study. If a cross-cultural 

nurse re-cognizes herself in these words, if aspects of h s  report cause the reader to pause 

and reflect and reconsider, if, in short, the reader responds to what is written, I will 

consider this study a success. 

cross-cultural nursing calls me 

to embrace the hi1 range of human experience.. . 

-to embrace life itself 
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